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Chapter I
Introduction
1. Why negative hydrogen ions are needed.
It has been proven that beams of energetic neutral hydrogen
atoms can heat plasmas in fusion devices to thermonuclear tempera-

J

tures 1 » 2 » 3 . They can also be used to fuel the fusion device with

j

fresh hydrogen (deuterium) and to diagnose particle densities and
momentum distributions'* •s. Furthermore they may be used to sustain

\

currents in tokamaks and hence to extend the pulse length. The

j

large fusion experiments that will operate during the 1980's re-

j

quire tens of megawatts of neutral hydrogen or deuterium beams with
particle energies of about 120-160 keV1*»6'7. In future reactor
schemes the required neutral beam energy will be higher than 160
kJV"' e ''.
At the moment all neutral injection systems are based on a positive ion .beam system 1 '» 11 . A positive hydrogen or deuterium ion
beam is extracted from a plasma source and is accelerated up to
the required energy. Subsequently the positive ions are neutralized
in a neutralizer, generally consisting of a hydrogen gas cell 1 2 ,
Figure 1 shows that for energies higher than 100 keV/nucleon the
neutralization efficiency decreases drastically. Because the notneutralized positive ions can not enter the magnetically confined
plasma in the fusion device, a larger fraction of the beam power
is lost on the ion beam dumps with increasing energy.
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Another problem with positive ion-based neutral injection systems is that in addition to H + they generate also Hj and H 3 ions,
which produce neutral beams at one-half and one-third of the full
energy. The Hj and H3 molecular ions do not reach the center of
the plasma column. Therefore the power carried by these ion species
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Fig. 1 - The maximum neutralization efficiency of positive and negative deuterium ions by charge exchange in a gas cell, as a
function of energy. The efficiencies are the same for hydrogen ions with half the energy.

1000

- 13 is not deposited where it is wanted, i.e. in the center of the
plasma. Because these undesirable fractional energy components are
more easily neutralized than the full energy component, they carry
progressively a larger share of the power in the neutral beam as
the energy is increased.
Negative ions also can be neutralized by charge exchange in a
gas.

It can be seen from figure 1 that the neutralization efficien-

cy for negative hydrogen or deuterium ions is high ( > 60%) at high
energies. There are two other methods for neutralizing negative ion
beams, which are more efficient than neutralization by charge exchange: neutralization in a plasma and by laser photo-detachment.
In addition negative ion beams have the advantage that they do not
produce the undesirable one-half and one-third energy components,
because there are no stable negative ions of molecular hydrogen.
Because of their high neutralization efficiency (fig. 1 ) , H~ or
D~ ion beams are essential to form very high power (MW) neutral
beams with energies in excess of 150 keV13'11*.

2. Schemes for negative ion beam generation
There are several approaches for the production of negative
ions1 2 » 1 3 » 1 ' t r l s . The schemes discussed here are:
2.1.

Volume production of H~ ions.

2.2.

Production of H~ ions by double charge exchange in a gas
or vapour target.

2.3. Surface production of H~ ions.

2.1. Volume production of H~ ions
Negative hydrogen ions are formed in a hydrogen plasma 15 » 16 .
This is called volume production. A probable process is the dissociative attachment to vibrationally excited hydrogen molecules 17 .
It is reported that the negative ion concentration in existing
large area plasma sources is as high as 10

cm

, corresponding

to a relative negative ion density of the order of 2 0 % 1 5 ' 1 $ ' 1 9 . The
negative hydrogen ions can be extracted directly from a hydrogen
discharge 18 ' 19 ' 20 .
Figure 2 shows an example of the experimental setup of an H~
source based on volume production21. In the source a magnetic filter is mounted, that consists of four water-cooled rods, containing
rows of permanent magnets22 » 2 3 ' 2 *. The magnetic filter divides the
chamber into two parts: a source chamber and an extraction chamber.
The filter magnetic fields are made strong enough to prevent primary electrons from leaving the source chamber. This is done to decrease the number of energetic electrons in the H~ extraction region. Because of their larger mass, ions (both positive and negative) can penetrate the filter magnetic fields. A feature of this
filter geometry is that the electrons accompanying these ions to
form the (quasi-neutral) plasma in the extraction chamber, are very
cold («0.2 eV). Because of their low temperature these electrons
are unable to generate additional positive ions in the region of
ion extraction. By applying a positive bias to the beam-forming
electrode the plasma potential in the extraction chamber can be
raised with respect to that in the source chamber. This reduces the
number of positive ions in the extraction chamber and hence the
number of electrons. Therefore the ratio of extracted negative ions
and extracted electrons increases.
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Fig. 2 - The LBL bucket ion source2", modified for experiments on volume produced H~ ions. A magnetic filter consisting of four
water-cooled rods with permanent maf"ets inside divides the
chamber into two parts.

- 16 2.2. Production of H~ ions by double charge exchange in a gas
or vapour target
In this method, a focussed beam of fast positive hydrogen ions
is changed into a beam of negative ions by passing the beam through
a gas or a vapour cell. The initial part of the system is similar
to the present positive-ion neutral beam systems, except that a gas
cell is added to produce a double-charge exchange reaction, in
which two electrons are transferred to the incoming positive ion.
Today, only Geiler et al. 2 5 ' 2 6 in Grenoble, France, use double
charge exchange in cesium to generate D~ ions for neutral beams.
Instead of a cesium cell, they use a cesium jet. Their positive
ion source is the gas efficient Electron Cyclotron Resonance (SCR)
source. It requires a magnetic field to operate («0.4 T) this type
of ion source. The field is lengthened to include the ion accelerator, the cesium vapour jet and the stripper neutralizer. An equivalent current of 80 niA of D~ ions is observed behind the cesium jet,
while 30 tnA is accelerated to 30 keV in 4 s pulses 27 .
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the system used in Grenoble. The
indicated primary beam energy is 1 keV. This value is chosen for
reasons of beam optics. The optimum conversion efficiency is found
at an energy of «400 V 1 3 . The work with cesium, while demonstrating that conversion efficiences of over 30% can be realized, has
also shown that it is very difficult to obtain good beam optics
with very low energy ions needed to obtain this efficient conversion.
The maximum conversion efficiency of sodium is less, but the
cross sections remain relatively high, up to energies of about

-
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Fig. 3 - Schematic of the D~ source, based on the double charge exchange method, that is studied in Grenoble 27 . The axial magnetic field is extended over the whole length of the system.

- 18 10 keV for deuterium. When sodium is used as charge exchange medium,
less problems are expected with the beam optics.
In 1977, Semashko et al. 2 8 ' 2 9 ' 3 ° , using a sodium cell, obtained
H~ currents as high as 1.4 mA, with a peak current density of several mA/cm*.

2.3. Surface production of H

ions

Negative hydrogen ions can be produced at metal surfaces. Essential for the production mechanism is a low work function of the
surface 1 *' 3 1 ' 3 2 ' 3 3 ' 3 1 *' 3 5 ' 3 6 ' 3 7 . Efficiencies of negative ionization
at a cesiated monocrystalline (110) tungsten surface can be as high
as 4 0 % 3 1 ' 3 2 .
There are two approaches based on surface production:
2.3.1. Surface plasma sources.
2.3.2. Production of an H

beam by reflection of an H

beam from

a low work function surface.
The mechanism of H~ production in these two methods is the same.
The main difference between the two methods lies in the way the
primary hydrogen atoms are directed on the surface of the converter.

2.3.1.
At present the most evolved method for the production of negative hydrogen ion beams is H~ production by surface plasma interactions 1 2 ' 1 3 ' 3 8 '3 9 ' ""' - 1 ' "2'*3'"">' * s '" 6 . The H" sources based on this
type of interactions all have a negatively biased converter that is
in direct contact with the source plasma. Generally the converters
are made of molybdenum. To lower the work function of the conver-
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Fig. 4 - An example of a surface plasma source. Shown is a schematic
of the BHL H~ source. A (dense) hydrogen plasma is generated by a hollow cathode discharge. This plasaa interacts
with the converter that is biased negatively with respect
to the plasma. Cesium is introduced into the plasma to lower
the work function of the (molybdenum) converter. The converter is grooved to provide geometric focusing of the H~ ions
onto the slits in the anode. An external magnetic field
(not shown) is applied to separate electrons and H~ ions.

- 20 ter surface, an alkali is added to the discharge. Mostly cesium is
used to reduce the work function of the converter. Positive hydrogen and cesium ions are accelerated towards the converter across a
plasma sheath in front of the converter. Negative ions (H ) are
accelerated back across the plasma sheath into the plasma"1 f""»"7.
Figure 4 shows the principle of surface plasma sources'*8. A very
dense plasma is produced by a hollow cathode discharge. The H~ ions,
produced by ion impact desorption or reflection of positive hydrogen ions, travel through the plasma and are subsequently extracted"x . Extracted electrons are bent away by a magnetic field (not
drawn).

2.3.2.
i>ioma low
Based on the measurements of Van Wunnik et al. 3 1 » 3 2 in Amsterdam an H~ ion source is developed, in which a positive hydrogen ion
beam impinges on low work function surfaces1*9»50'51. Figure 5 shows
a schematic of this experiment DENISE (DEnise Negative JEon-beam
Surface Experiment). Also indicated is the potential distribution
on the axis.
A dense positive hydrogen beam is extracted from an ion source.
Subsequently the beam is decelerated down to residual energies in
the range of 0.5 keV to 5 keV. Due to this deceleration (theorem
of Liouville) and to space charge forces, the beam diverges and
positive ions impinge on the negative ionization surfaces under
grazing angles of incidence («» 75° - 85°). A considerable fraction,
depending on the angle of incidence and the energy of the incident
particle 31 ' 32 , is converted into H~ ions. These negative hydrogen
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Fig. S - Sketch of the electrode configuration and axial potential
distribution in the Amsterdam negative hydrogen source
DENISE. For a better understanding the ion source and • col
lector are drawn schematically. The total length of the
lens-system is about 5 cm.

- 22 ions are subsequently extracted from the charge transfer region.
The negative ionization process depends strongly on the work function of the surface 31 ' 32 . Therefore the negative ionization surfaces need to have a low work function, i.e. <!> = 1.45 eV in the case
of a cesiated tungsten (110) monocrystal. This implies a high secondary emission coefficient for electrons. Electrons generated on the
surfaces by secondary emission are repelled by the slightly negative
potential of the first electrode of the H

extraction system.

A system like DENISE has some advantages above the surface plasma sources.
- The source plasma and the negative ionization surfaces are
decoupled. Therefore the source and the charge transfer process
can be controlled separately.
- The negative ionization surfaces are placed parallel to the beam.
The system can easily be expanded by a similar system stacked
upon the drawn one. For this purpose a multi-slit extraction system is used. In principle a higher stacking density is possible
than in surface plasma sources.
- No magnetic fields are necessary for the separation of H~ ions
and electrons. The negative ions and electrons can easily be separated because of their energy. The (secondary) electrons have
very low energy, while the H~ ions have almosv the residual
energy of the H + ions impinging on the surfaces. Because specular
reflection occurs31 the velocity vector of the generated H~ ions
is directed along the beam axis. Therefore the H~ ions are expected to travel unaffected through the small decelerating field
directly behind the surfaces, while electrons are repelled.
Disadvantages of a system like DENISE are:
- The mean angular spread of the H

ions reflected under grazing

- 23 angles of incidence from a cesiated tungsten (110) monocrystal is
measured to be 15° 3 1 , 3 2 . When we take the energy of the H~ ions
at birth as 1 keV, then the theorem of Liouville52 predicts a
beam divergence of 1.2° when the H~ ion beam is accelerated to
175 keV. The maximum allowed divergence in future fusion devices
like INTORS3 is considered to be «1.0° at 175 keV. The theoretical divergence of the negative ion beam produced by DENISE is
marginally larger than values considered in the design of INTOR53.
Cesium vapour is used in the neighbourhood of high electric fields.
Because cesium in general lowers the work function of metals, it
enhances secondary electron emission. In the presence of electric
fields break downs can be initiated by these secondary electrons.
The DENISE electrode system, together with the conversion surfaces,

is very complicated. It is difficult to align the electrode

system due to a relatively large number, i.e. six, of electrodes.

3. Scope of our work
This thesis describes measurements on the surface production of
negatively charged hydrogen ions. Both the interaction of a hydrogen plasma and a hydrogen beam with a converter surface are studied.
The converter materials studied are poly- and monocrystalline (110)
molybdenum (in a surface plasma source only) and poly- and monocrystalline (110) tungsten. The converter surface is covered with
cesium.
In chapter 2 measurements of the negative ionization efficiency
of hydrogen at cesiated polycrystalline and monocrystalline (110)
tungsten are compared. It would be favourable and less expensive
to use polycrystalline tungsten in the experiment DENISE and surface

- 24 plasma type of H

sources. Therefore the fundamental H

yield was

measured in an UHV system, under well controlled conditions. From
these measurements, presented in chapter 2, it can be concluded
that polycrystalline tungsten has a total H

yield, i H _/i H +, that

is a factor of 3 lower compared to that measured on monocrystalline
(110) tungsten. For DENISE polycrystalline tungsten has unfavourable properties, because of this lower H~ yield and because of the
roughness of the polycrystalline surface on a microscopic scale.
In surface plasma sources the target material exerts less influence
than in DENISE, because the negative ionization probability,
H~/(H° + H~), is 'on'y' a factor of 2 lower in the case of polycrys;

talline tungsten.

i
In chapter 3 measurements on the H

production in a surface plas-

ma source are presented. Four different converter materials (Mo,
Mo(110), W(110) and W) are compared. No significant differences are
found in H~ yield from the four converter materials.
The chapters 4, 5 and 6 all concern the experiment DENISE. In
chapter 4 the experimental setup of CENISE is discussed. In this
chapter also measurements on the performance of the bucket ion
source plasma, from which the positive hydrogen ion beam is extracted, are treated. In chapter 5 the properties of the extractiondeceleration system, used for extraction of the positive ion beam
in DENISE, are discussed. For the case of a strong accel-decel
system, it is shown that the optimum angle of the oblique part
in '.he first (plasma) electrode (figure 5) is smaller than the
Pierce angle of 67.5° 5 2 .

In chapter 6, finally, measurements of

the H~ production in the DENISE experiment are presented.
The measurements on the experiment DENISE are accompanied by
trajectory calculations i.n order to get insight in the ion optical

- 25 properties of the electrode system in DENISE. These trajectory calculations are performed by a computer code called CHEOPS5". This
code is an extended version of the SLAC code, that is designed by
Herrmannsfeldtss.
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Chapter II
Formation of H" by scattering H + on a cesiated
polycrystalline tungsten surface

Abstract
We present measurements on the charge transfer and reflection
of H* ions which are scattered from a cesiated polycrystalline tungsten surface. The particle energy ranges from 400 eV to 2 keV, the
angle oi^incidence with respect to the surface normal is varied
between 65° and 90°. The measured values are compared with data
obtained earlier for cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110).
The maximum differential H~ fraction of scattered particles in
the case of cesiated polycrystalline tungsten is 25%. This value is
roughly a factor of 2 lower than that of cesiated monocrystalline
tungsten (110), The maximum total conversion efficiency, that is
the reflected H~ current divided by the incident positive ion cur—
rent, is 12%. This value is about a factor of 3 lower than that
obtained for monocrystalline tungsten (110).
The different behaviour of the polycrystalline with respect to
monocrystalline material can not be explained theoretically by the
difference in work function. Calculated values are a factor of 1.7
higher than the measured ones.
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1. Introduction
High power negative hydrogen ion beams are of large interest
for the heating of fusion plasmas because of their high neutralization efficiency at energies above 100 keV 1 ' 2 .
At present the most advanced methods to generate intense negative hydrogen beams make use of negative surface ionization3'"*'5'6 .
In this process positive hydrogen ions (or neutral hydrogen atoms)
are converted to H~ by scattering from a low work function surface.lt
has been shown 7 ' 8 ' 9 » 10 that for optimum conversion efficiency the velocity normal to the surface is of the order of 3 . 10
ionization efficiencies of H

+

m/s. Maximum

+

(D ) to H~ (D~) of 35 - 40% can be ob-

tained. For practical applications the proper normal velocity turns
out to be the most crucial parameter.
The principle of negative surface ionization is applied in several experiments3»^. In most H~ ion sources a cesiated low work function converter surface is located inside a plasma chamber. Positive
plasma ions (Cs , H , H_, H.) are accelerated across the plasma
sheath towards the negatively biased surface. Surface conversion
then leads to a flow of negative hydrogen ions, which are created
either by a scattering process or by sputtering (caused by the Cs +
ions). These negative hydrogen ions are accelerated away from the
surface in the direction of the extraction apertures3»*1.
Although this approach has proven to be very successful the
results obtained by Van Wunnik et al.7 suggest that the conversion
efficiency in these ion sources must be far from optimum. The main
reason is that the surface parameters are coupled with the discharge and obviously can not be optimized under reasonable source conditions.
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Recently another approach was proposed 12 » 13 , which tries to
combine the high standard of development of positive ion sources
with optimum surface conditions. Positive hydrogen ions are extracted from a plasma ion source and specularly reflected from a low
work function surface, placed outside the source. The angle of
incidence and the energy of the ions are chosen such that the ions
are reflected with the optimum energy.
In all operating negative hydrogen ion sources, based on the
negative surface ionization process, polycrystalline materials
are used, mainly molybdenum. In the Amsterdam experiment 12 ' 13 , however, a tungsten (110) monocrystal is applied.
In many cases a special shape of the converter surface is desirable, e.g. to provide geometrical focusing. This requirement is
by far more difficult to satisfy when monocrystals are applied.
However, the question is to what extent the lower costs and the
ease of machining of polycrystalline material justify the expected
decrease in negative ionization efficiency.
We present here a comparative study of the negative surface-,
ionization yield for scattering hydrogen from cesiated polycrystalline and monocrystalline tungsten surfaces. The conclusions are
expected to be valid for molybdenum1'' also. All experiments are
done with an H + or an HÏ ion beam impinging on the converter surface under grazing angles of incidence.
It should be mentioned, that the most relevant conclusions to
be drawn from this study are also valid for plasma surface ionization
sources in which the negative ions leave the converter normal to the
surface. The reason is that the most important parameter in this respect turns out to be the velocity component normal to the surface.

2. Theory
In case of thermal desorption the negative ion fraction of particles emitted from a surface is given by the Saha Langmuir equation.

In this equation g, is the statistical weight and n^ the density of
the relevant state, E, is the electron affinity of the negative ions,
<t the work function and T the temperature of the surface. For hydrogen E =0.75 eV 15 . At a temperature of 1000 K, kT«0.1 eV, a reasonable amount of negative ions will only be formed at surfaces with a
work function below 0.85 eV. There are no metal surfaces with such a
low work function. Therefore thermal desorption is not a promising
process as a basis for an H~ source16.
However, for hyperthermal velocities the H~ fraction can be much
larger. In the following we shall discuss the H~ formation process
for velocities larger than 1 . 10

m/s. Figure 1 shows the potential

energy diagram of the metal-adatom system.
When an H + ion approaches the surface it will be neutralized in
front of the surface via resonant neutralization followed by Auger
deexcitation or via direct Auger neutralization 17 ' 18 ' 19 .
Close to the surface the affinity level of the hydrogen atom will
be shifted downwards by an amount A E . This is due to the interaction
of the affinity electron with the image charge induced in the metal 7 ' 1 6 ' 1 9 . In first order this shift is given by
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Z=0

Z=S

particle distance

Fig. 1 - Energy level diagram of the interaction between a negative
ion and a metallic surface. * is the work function of the
metal, E a is the affinity level of hydrogen, 4E is th»
shift of the affinity level caused by image forces and r is
the width of the broadened affinity level. This broadening
is due to the resonant tunneling of electrons through the
potential barrier S. E f is the Fermi energy.
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where z is the distance of the atom to the surface.
Because of electron-tunneling through the potential barrier between the affinity level and the conduction band of the metal, the
H~ ion has a finite lifetime. This leads to a Heisenberg broadening
of the affinity level. In first approximation the broadening of the
level as a function of distance can be written as

P ="niü ="Rwo exp(-az)

In this equation a

(3)

is the decay constant which is for cesiated

tungsten of the order of 0.2 nm.
The overlap between the conduction band and the broadened level
of the hydrogen atom determines the charge state of the atom. An increase in the distance between adatom and surface results in a decrease of the overlap, because of the upward shift of the affinity
level. So for a given distance z from the surface the equilibrium
charge state P_(z) is given by equation (4):

PS=

ƒ
o

-Li~i

P(E) dE, P(E) =

r*

(4)

a

For the line profile p(E) a Lorentzian distribution with half width
r has been taken 19 . The position of the bottom of the conduction
band is -V

with respect to the vacuum level.

A model to describe the dependence of the negative ionization
probability on the velocity normal to the surface «as developed by
Rasser et al. 1 9 . The same formalism has been used by Overbosch et al.20
to describe the influence of the motion of alkali atoms on the
positive ionization probability at a metal surface.

- 37 Before describing the charge state evolution of an atom moving
away from the surface we first consider the situation of a stationary atom, not in equilibrium with the surface. The actual charge
state of the atom at time t is given by P i (t), which is different
from the equilibrium charge state P s (z). In first approximation the
time evolution of the charge state P^(t) is given by
dP,<t>
^t
=ui(z) [Pg(z) -P i (t)]

(5)

In this equation <d(z) is the transition frequency.
Now consider the case of an atom moving from the surface. If
the trajectory of the particle leaving the surface is assumed to be
a straight line, the relation between distance z and time t is
given by
z = zQ + v z . t
where z

(6)

is the turning point of the trajectory and v z is the ve-

locity component perpendicular to the surface. By substituting
equation (6) into equation (5) and integrating over the distance
from zQ to infinity we find the negative ionization probability.

0"(vz) =Pi(»)=-!• Ju(z) P~(z) exp(- J- .U(z') dz') dz
z
z
z z
z
zz
z
o
00

+ P±(o) exp<- -1 ƒ io(z') dz')
z z
o

(7)

In the following we shall give a short qualitative description
of the H" formation process when hydrogen atoms of a certain velocity are scattered from a surface. When the particles leave the
surface the actual charge state of the particles at a given dis-
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tance tends to the equilibrium charge state at that distance. The
time constant of this process is given by the transition frequency.
For very low particle velocities and small particle-surface
distances the transition frequency is so high that at any distance
the equilibrium charge state is reached. The charge state will adjust adiabatically to the steady state. At infinity the particle
is neutral.
Since the transition frequency decreases with increasing distance, there will be a certain distance, the freezing distance,
wheie the transition time and the time the particle spends at that
distance become comparable. For particle-surface distances larger
than the freezing distance the transition frequency is so small
that the charge state does not change any more. Consequently the
charge state at the freezing distance is maintained.
When the velocity increases, the adiabatic behaviour will stop
closer to the surface and the freezing distance decreases. This
means that the final H~ fraction will increase with increasing
velocity. It furthermore can be shown that a H~ ion can only exist
when the distance between ion and metal is larger than the radius
of the H~ ion11. This implicates that close to the surface, that is
for distances smaller than 0.15 nm, the negatively charged fraction
decreases.
For very large velocities, that is for velocities larger than
5.10

m/s, the freezing distance comes in the region where the

negatively charged fraction drops and therefore the final H~ fraction will decrease. In other words, the neutral atom starting at
the surface crosses the region where the H~ ion can be formed so
fast that no metal electrons can populate the affinity level.
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Until now we only have taken into account the velocity component of the particles perpendicular to the surface. For large parallel velocities deviations of the above described model will
occur 21 . Cesiated metal surfaces have a rather small band width
of the order of 2 eV. This band width gives rise to a maximum velocity of the metal electrons of the order of 1.10

m/s. A metal

electron needs about the same parallel velocity as the moving particle to be able to make a transition from the metal to the particle. For increasing parallel velocities less metal electrons are
available with the proper velocity. Therefore the final H~ fraction decreases.
The theoretical models of the negative innization of hydrogen
on cesiated tungsten (110) surfaces at low energies are treated
in more detail by Van Wunnik et al.9»10 and by Rasser et al. 1 9 .

3. Experimental arrangement
In figure 2 a schematic view of the experimental set-up is
given. The apparatus consists of a primary beam line and an UHV
target chamber. The energy of the primary ion beam can be varied
between 100 eV and 10 keV. The incident ion species H + , H* and H*
can be selected by means of a Wienfilter. The diameter of the
incident beam is approximately 1 mm, the opening angle 0.5°, the
current density 1 . 10~

A/cmJ.

—9
In the UHV chamber the background pressure is 10
torr. The
surface of the tungsten target (2 * 15 mm') is cleaned by a standard
oxygen treatment 22 ' 23 . Up to 10

torr the surface conditions do

not depend on the hydrogen pressure. Cesium can be deposited on
the surface with a dispenser (SAES getters, Italy), which is
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ENERGY: 20eV-10KeV
Cs DISPENSER
''

ENERGY
ANALYSER

. A' -

FARADAY CUP

Fig. 2 - The apparatus NIOBE for studying the H

to H

conversion

at surfaces. Both the Faraday cup, used for total charge
transfer measurements, and the electrostatic analyzer detector system, used for differential measurements, are
shown. These two detector systems are used separately.

- 41 mounted 1 cm in front of the surface >8'? * .
The work function is measured by means of a Kelvin probe 2 5 ' 2 6 .
Besides that a HeNe laser is used for a photoelectric measurement
of the work function2 s.
The target can be withdrawn and replaced by a thin diaphragm
plate which has a slit of the same dimensions and alignment as the
target. Thus the current passing through the slit is equal to the
current which otherwise would hit the target. The primary ion
current can be measured with a collector behind the slit. The target and the diaphragm can be rotated about the center of the surface .
About the same axis a Faraday cup and an electrostatic analyser
can be rotated (see figure 2 ) . The opening angle of the Faraday
cup in the scattering plane is 60°. The solid opening angle of the
Faraday cup is 0.785 sterad. The opening angle of the electrostatic analyser in the scattering plane is 0.5°.
The apparatus is described in more detail by Van Wunnik et
8

al. .

H. Experimental results
4.1. Work function measurements
In figure 3 the measured work function of the polycrystalline
tungsten surface is shown as a function of the number of cesium
depositions. One cesium deposition corresponds roughly to 0.035
monolayers. The work function is measured with a Kelvin probe.
With the Kelvin method we measured the average work function
relative to that of a gold reference surface. The work function

.

5

10
15
Cs coverage (arb.units)

20

Fig. 3 - The average work function, measured with a Kelvin probe,
and the photocurrent generated by a HeNe laser (632.8 nm;
1.96 eV) as a function of the cesium coverage of a polycrystalline tungsten surface. The absolute scale is normalized to the work function of clean polycrystalline
tungsten (41 =4.55 eV) .

of this reference surface is assumed to be constant in time, but
is not known exactly27. The absolute work function is determined
by using the work function of clean polycrystalline tungsten given
by several authors as $=4.55 eV 25 > 2 e ' 2 9 » 3 ° . In this way we arrive
at a minimum average work function of 1.68 eV for cesiated polycrystalline tungsten. The measured work function of a polycrystalline tungsten surface covered with a thick layer of cesium is
2.05 eV. For cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110) surfaces,
a similar procedure leads to values of 1.45 eV and 2.15 eV respectively6.
Information on the work function can also be obtained with a
photoelectric method""5. Photoelectrons are emitted when the energy
of the photons impinging on a surface is larger than the work
function. The light source is a HeNe laser with a wavelength of
632.8 nm, corresponding to a photon energy of 1.96 eV. In figure
3

also the photocurrent measured as a function of the number of

cesium depositions is shown.
It should be pointed out that for the case of a surface with
a nonuniform work function the photoelectrons are primarily emitted from spots with the lowest work function. Consequently the
photoelectrically measured work function can not be compared with
the average work function measured with the Kelvin probe 38 .
Although the average work function of polycrystalline tungsten
covered with a monolayer of cesium is above 1.96 eV, it can be
seen from figure 3 that the photo current is still present. This
indicates that the cesium coverage of the polycrystalline tungsten
is not uniform and that there are still spo::s wir.h a cesium coverage less than a monolayer. A similar measurement for monocrystalline tungsten (110), done in the same apparatus8, shows a zero
photo current for a monolayer cesium coverage.
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4.2. The negatively charged fraction of the scattered particles
0sing the electrostatic analyser we measure the differential
fraction of negative ions, n H _ / ( n H _ + n H O ) , i.e. the particles scattered from the surface as a function of the angle of reflection a.
Here n„_ is the number of H~ ions and n H o is

tne

number of neutral

hydrogen atoms (see figure 2)•
Because of the very high efficiency of the Auger neutralization
process7 most ions of the incident beam hitting the surface are
either neutralized or negatively charged. This has been confirmed
experimentally. The fraction of positive ions (H ) scattered from
the surface is less than 1% and will therefore be neglected.
In the figures 4, 5 and 6 the measurements on polycrystalline
tungsten are presented. The surface is covered with a thick layer
of cesium or with a partial layer yielding the maximum H~ fraction.
This roughly corresponds to a cesium coverage of half a monolayer.
For comparison the measurements on monocrystalline tungsten (110)
by Van Wunnik et al. e » 9>1 °are shown in the same figures.
The species of the incident beam are H

and Hj with energies

of 400 eV and 1000 eV per nucleon. The angle of incidence B with
the normal of the surface is 80°. The exit angle a is varied between 70° and 90° with the surface normal. The absolute error in
the measurements presented in the figures 4, 5 and 6 is 1%.
It can be seen from figure 4 that the conversion efficiencies
per nucleon are approximately the same for H

and H_. This means

that the molecular ion dissociates before it hits the surface 31 ' 32 .
For the minimum work function coverage the H~ fraction of particles scattered from polycrystalline tungsten and from monocrystalline tungsten (110) is compared. The H~ fraction of particles
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Fig. 4 - The fraction of H~ ions (nH-) of the total number of particles (nu_ • n u n ) scattered from the surface, as a function of the angle of reflection a. The H + fraction is
negligible. The angle of incidence A is 80°. The absolute
error in the measured values is 1%.
£

: 800 eV H^ on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110),

Q

: 800 eV Hj on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,

t = 1.45 eV.

• = 1.68 eV.
X : 400 eV H

on cesiated monocrystalline tunsten 1110),

• = 1.45 eV.
±:

400 eV H + on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110),
* = 2.15 eV.

Q:

400 eV H

on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,

« = 1.68 eV.
|:

400 eV H

on cesiated polycrystalline tungs'cen,

* = 2.05 eV.
The H~ fraction of the particles scattered from a polycrystalline tungsten surface is calculated for the case of H*
ions with an incident energy of 400 eV. The solid line
gives the efficiency for a work function of 1.68 oV and the
dashed line for 2.05 eV.
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Fig. 5 - The fraction of H~ ions |n„.) of the total number of particles (nH_ * n H o) scattered from the surface, as a function
of the angle of reflection a. The H + fraction is negligible.
The angle of incidence 6 is 80°. The absolute error in the
measured values is 1%.
^

: 1 keV H + on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110)
* = 1.45 eV.

Q

: 1 keV H + on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,
j> = 1.68 eV.

Q

: 1 keV H + on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,
* = 2.05 eV.

H

s 1 keV H

on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110),

it = 2.15 eV.
The solid line gives the calculated H~ fraction for a work
function of 1.68 eV and the dashed line gives that for
2.05 eV.
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Fig. 6 - The fraction of H

o

i

85

ions (nH_) of the total number of par-

ticles (ijj- + n[|o) scattered from the surface, as a function
of the angle of reflection a. The H* fraction is negligible.
The angle of incidence B is 80°. The absolute error in the
measured values is 1%.
£± : 2 keV H- on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110),
* = 1.45 eV.
Q

: 2 keV H^ on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,
$ - 1.68 eV.

scattered from polycrystalline tungsten is roughly a factor of 2
lower than in the monocrystalline case.

4.3. The total conversion efficiency
The total efficiency i H _/i H + of the H

to H

conversion process

is measured by means of the Faraday cup. This total conversion
efficiency depends on both the reflection properties of the crystal
surface and the charge transfer probabilities.
In the figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 the measured conversion efficiencies are presented as a function of the argle of incidence 6 of the
primary beam. Parameters are the energy of the incident particles
and the cesium coverage of the surface, i.e. the work function.
The angle of incidence is varied between 75° and 90°. The energy
of the incident particles is 400 eV., 1000 eV or 2000 eV in case of
H + and 800 eV in case of Hj. The measurements are done on polycrystalline tungsten covered either with approximately half a monolayer of cesium ($ = 1.68 eV) or with a thick cesium layer (<J> =
2.05 eV).
Again these measurements are compared with those of Van Wunnik
et al. 8 on monocrystalline tungsten (110). The absolute error in
the measured values is 1%. Also in the measurements of the total
efficiency, H

and H_ as incident particles yield the same conver-

sion efficiencies per nucleon.
From comparison of the total efficiencies on monocrystalline
and polycrystalline tungsten it follows that the conversion efficiencies on tungsten polycrystal are roughly a factor 2.5 to 3
lower than those on a monocrystal.

30-

25-

o

20-

a
S
o

5-

70

75

80

~~t&

90

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE p[deg]

Fig. 7 - The total conversion efficiency (i„_/iHt) per nucleon as
a function of the angle of incidence 6. The absolute error
in the measurements is 1%.
£

: 400 eV H + on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,
• = 1.68 eV.

4

t 400 eV H* on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110),
•=

1.45 eV.

X • 800 eV H 2 on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,
<t> = 1.68 eV.
4- : 800 eV H^ on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110),
• = ?.<•> eV.
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Fig. 8 - The total conversion efficiency (i H -/i H+ ) per nucleon as
a function of the angle of incidence B. The absolute error
in the measurements is 1%.
^

: 400 eV H + on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,
* = 2.05 eV.

A

: 400 eV H+ on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110),
* = 2.15 eV.

X : 800 eV H. on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,
* = 2.05 eV.
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Fig. 9 - The total conversion efficiency (i„_/i„*) per nucleon as a
function of the angle of incidence S. The absolute error in
the measurements is 1%.
Q

: 1 keV H

on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,

f

: 1 keV H + on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110),

Q

i 2 keV H

£

: 2 keV H + on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110),

* = 1.68 eV.

* = 1.45 eV.
on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,

$ = 1.68 eV.

* = 1.45 eV.
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Fig. 1 0 - The total conversion efficiency (i„_/l H+ ) per nucleon as a
function of the angle of incidence B. The absolute error
in the measurements is 1%.
•

: ' keV H + on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,

|

: 1 keV H* on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110),

Q

: 2 keV H* on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten,

•=2.05 eV.

• «2.15 eV.

• = 2.05 eV.
0:

2 keV H* on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110),
• = 2.15 eV.
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4.4. Energy and angular distribution
In figure 11 the energy distribution of H~ ions scattered from
a cesiated polycrystalline tungsten surface is given for various
angles of reflection. The angle of incidence is 85° and the energy
of the incident H

ions is 1000 eV. The energy distribution is

found to be independent of the cesium coverage of the surface. The
loss of energy during the scattering process is also more or less
independent of the exit angle. The energy loss and the PWHM value
of the energy distributions are about equal. Both depend on the
angle of incidence. Typical values for the energy loss and for
the FWHM value are 6% of the nominal energy at an angle of incidence of 85°, and 11% at 75°.
It is found that the energy spread of the H~ ions, produced by
reflection of H_ molecular ions, is slightly larger than that of
H

ions with the same energy per nucleon. This can be explained

by taking into account the dissociation energy (4.7 eV in the
center of mass system).
The experiments on a cesium covered monocrystalline tungsten
(110) surface showed that in that case the energy distribution
of H~ ions is doubly peaked'. The two peaks correspond to reflection from the cesium surface layer and from the underlying tungsten substrate layer. The low energy peak corresponds to an energy
loss of 15% 2 and is probably due to stopping by metal electrons
when the particle channels through the cesium layer. Because of
the more or less chaotic surface structure of polycrystalline tungsten this channeling process does not occur on polycrystalline
tungsten (see figure 11).
For the monocrystalline case typical values of the energy loss
due to reflection on the top layers of the crystal are 4% of the

I

200

400

600
800
• «ntrgy («V J

1000

Fig. 11 - The energy distribution of the H~ ions reflected from a
cesiated polycrystalline tungsten surface with an average
work function of * = 1.68 eV. The energy of the incident
H* ions is 1 keV. The angle of incidence 6 is 85". The
angles of reflection a are 75°, 80" and 85".

Table I:

The full width half maximum values

of the H" and H° angular distribution. The
particles are scattered from a cesiated surface.

Incident
angle
Cdeg]

PWHM
polycr.W
[dec;]

PWHM
monocr.W(110)
[deg]

85

10+3

9 ± 2

80

17 ± 3

11+3

75

22 ± 3

16+3
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nominal energy at an angle of incidence of 85° and 8% at an
angle of 75° lt.

The corresponding FWHM values of these eneryy

loss distributions are of the same order. The values are somewhat
smaller than the values found for polycrystalline tungsten.
The angular distribution of the reflected particles is measured
by rotating the electrostatic analyser about the surface. The H~
and H° particles scattered from the surface are distributed around
the angle of specular reflection.
In table I the measured FWHM value of the angular distribution
is given for three angles of incidence. We also include the FWHM
values of the angular distribution of hydrogen particles scattered
from cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110). These values are
measured by Van Wunnik et al. 8 ' 1 6 in the same apparatus.
The energy of the incident H

ions is varied between 400

and 2000 eV. The width of the distribution is more or less independent of the primary energy. The angular distribution appears also
to be independent of the cesium coverage.
As expected the angular distribution of ions and neutrals reflected from polycrystalline tungsten is broader than in the case
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of monocrystalline tungsten (110). Moreover more particles are
scattered at smaller angles with the surface norma."! in the case of
polycrystalline tungsten. This is due to the fact that in case of
polycrystalline targets channeling does not occur.

5. Discussion
The work function of polycrystalline tungsten as a function of
cesium coverage is also measured by Blctt et al. 2 9 using the Kelvin
method. As a reference electrode they used a polycrystalline tungsten surface covered with a thick layer of cesium. The work function
os this reference electrode is supposed to be that of cesium. ?.
value of 1.81 eV is chosen. They observed a minimum work function
of 1.78 ± 0.01 eV.
—9
At room temperature under UHV conditions (10
torr) a thick
layer of cesium is not stable33> 3 ". The vapour pressure of cesium
at room temperature is about 10~ 6 torr, consequently a thick layer
of cesium will evaporate right away. Because of the dipole character of cesium on tungsten,however, the first cesium layer will be
stable, but the irregularities of the polycrystalline surface will
possibly result in an inhomogeneous coverage. Therefore in our experiments not the work function of (solid) cesium is chosen as reference
work function, but the work function of clean polycrystalline tungsten (<{> = 4.55 eV) . For our measurements this leads to a lower
minimum ($=1.68 eV) and a higher work function for a thick cesium
coverage (<(> = 2.05 eV) than measured by Blott et al. 2 9 .
It should be mentioned that the overall agreement between the
work functions of polycrystalline metals measured by various authors,
is not better than 0.3 eV2 5 ' 2 8 ' 2 S ' 3 1 . The deviations probably can be

- 57 explained by the different production methods of the polycrystalline
samples and the differences in methods of polishing the surface. The
polycrystalline tungsten samples used in our experiments are produced by Plansee A.G. and Co., Austria, by means of a sintering process. The samples are mechanically polished down to a grain thickness
of 1 pm. The differences between work function values measured by
various authors are much smaller in case of monocrystalline tungsten
8,27,28>

It is found that the minimum work function attainable for cesiated
polycrystalline tungsten (1.68 eV) is higher than the one for cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110) (1.45 eV) . This difference is ascribed to be difference in work function of clean monocrystalline
(110) (5.25 e V ) 2 7 ' 2 8 ' 3 0 and of clean polycrystalline tungsten (4.55 eV).
Because of the dipole character of cesium adsorbed on a met;al surface
the higher clean metal work function results in the lower work function of the cesiated surface 35 .
An extra cause for the higher minimum work function probably is the
inhomogeneous coverage of the tungsten sample due to the polycrystalline character of the surface. Lee and Stickney36 found that for low
cesium coverage the local coverage on the (110) face is much higher
than on the other faces present on a polycrystalline tungsten surface.
Therefore at low cesium coverage the work function of all faces except the (110) face is higher than is expected for the case of a uniform cesium coverage. Assuming that only a fraction of the polycrystalline tungsten surface is (110), the minimum average work function
of the cesiated polycrystal will be higher than for the case of uniform cesium coverage.
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Applying the theoretical model given above, the H

fraction of

the particles scattered from a cesiated polycrystalline tungsten
surface is calculated. The calculations are performed using a code
developed by Van Wunnik et al.10. We have used a set of relevant parameters

which gives good agreement with the results measured by

Van Wunnik et al.x*on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110). In
this case the deviations between theory and experiment are generally less than 10%. The only parameter that is changed for the polycrystalline case is the work function. The measured average work
function values 1.68 eV and 2.05 eV are used. In the figures 4 and
5 the calculated H~ fraction of the particles scattered from a cesiated polycrystalline tungsten surface is shown.
Comparison of the calculated values with the measured ones shows
that the calculated H~ fractions of the scattered particles are
roughly a factor 1.7 higher than the measured values. This factor
increases slightly with increasing energy of the primary ions; at
400 eV this factor is 1.4 and at 1000 eV it is 2. The discrepancy

|

between experiment and theory is not yet fully understood.

[

A possible explanation for the discrepancy between theory and

•;
t

experiment can be found in the roughness of the polycrystalline
tungsten surface. This surface roughness is assumed to be of the
order of the grain size of the polishing powder, which is of the

|

order of 1 tun. This surface roughness will probably give rise to

'

an inhomogeneous cesium coverage. We expect cesium to cover mainly

'

the valleys on the tungsten surface, the peaks are expected to be
uncovered. With increasing cesium coverage the size of the covered
domains will increase and that of the uncovered domains
will decrease. TJe expect that the area of these domains is
of the order of 1 urn. The pathlength along the surface where the
H

can be formed is of the order of 5 nm, which is small compared
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to the size of domains. We therefore expect only the local work
function of a domain to be the determining work function for the
negative ionization process. The hydrogen particles reflected from
the uncovered domains of the surface have a small probability to become H~. The measurements are performed under grazing a.ngles of incidence. This gives rise to predominant reflection from the highest
and therefore uncovered parts of the surface. Consequently more
particles are reflected from high work function parts of the surface
than expected on basis of the ratio of areas of covered and uncovered domains. Therefore the H~ yield will be lower than expected from
calculations based on the average work function, which is determined
by the area and work function of the covered and uncovered domains.
Other effects which could also explain the discrepancy between
theory and experiment, such as the influence of patch fields and the
influence of (carbon) contamination originating from the bulk of the
metal are considered to be small.
From the total conversion efficiency, measured as a function of
the angle of incidence, and the differential efficiency of the H
to H~ conversion process, measured as a function of the angle of
reflection, the reflection coefficient can be calculated. We define
the reflection coefficient as the ratio of the total conversion
efficiency and the H~ fraction of the particles scattered from the
surface. For the calculation of the reflection coefficient we assume
that the H

fraction of the scattered particles is independent of

the angle of incidence e and that this fraction depends only slightly on the angle of reflection for angles smaller than 85° from normal. Out of plane scattering is not taken into account. In figure 12
the reflection coefficient is presented as a function of the angle
of incidence. For comparison also the reflection coefficient for the
monocrystalline case is presented in the same figure. The energy of
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Fig. 12 - The reflection coefficient versus the angle of incidence
as deduced from the measured total and differential conversion efficiencies. The energy of the incident H

ions is

400 ev. The solid circles < • ) give the coefficients for
the case of a cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110) surface with a work function of 1.45 eV. The open circles
( O ) indicate the reflection coefficients of a cesiated
polycrystalline tungsten surface with an average work
function of 1.68 eV,

- 6! the incident H + ions is 400 eV. The relative error is 7% for the
monocrystalline case and 20% for the polycrystalline case. These
errors increase sharply for angles of incidence above 85° because
of the decreasing efficiencies at these angles.
Figure 12 shows that the reflection probability on a cesiated
polycrystalline surface is lower than on a cesiated monocrystalline
tungsten (110) surface. This is caused by the roughness of the polycrystalline surface. For increasing incident energies the reflection coefficient decreases and the difference between the reflection coefficients for different kinds of surfaces vanishes, as expected37'.38'39. In the case of an incident energy of 1000 eV (not
shown) the difference between the reflection coefficients of cesiated mono- and polycrystalline tungsten is smaller because of this
effect. Since the efficiencies decrease as a function of increasing
energy, the relative error in the reflection coefficient increase
with energy.

6. Conclusion
The measured total conversion efficiencies on cesiated polycrystalline tungsten are roughly a factor of 3 lower than on cesiated
monocrystalline tungsten (110). This indicates that in experiments
like DENISE 11 ' 12 , where the convarsion surface is mounted outside
the plasma source, it is not favourable to use polycrystalline tungsten.
In surface plasma sources 3 » 11 , where the conversion surface is
mounted inside the source, the positive ions always impinge on the
surface in more or less normal direction. The only relevant parameter is the velocity perpendicular to this surface. In these sour-

- 62 ces the range of perpendicular velocities of the hydrogen particles
is from 3 . 10 4 m/s to 2 . 10 5 m/s. Van Wunnik et al.16shows that at
velocities parallel to the surface lower than 3.10

m/s the H

to

H~ conversion process is independent of this velocity. Therefore
measurements of the H~ fraction of the particles scattered with a
total energy of less than 500 eV are also valid for surface plasma
sources. Such a measurement, at 400 eV incident energy, is shown
in figure 4. With the angle of reflection a and the particle velocity v the perpendicular velocity is v . cos a.
Because the H~ fraction of the particles scattered from a cesiated polycrystalline tungsten surface is only a factor of 2 lower
than that scattered from a cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110)
surface, the use of polycrystalline tungsten is less disadvantageous
in surface plasma sources. Considerations like easy machining, low
costs and the possibility to use any desired shape, have to be
weighted against the lower conversion efficiency when using polycrystalline tungsten instead of monocrystalline tungsten 1110). On
the other hand an increase in gas efficiency of the plasma source
by a factor 2 can lead to an considerable reduction of pumping
speed.
The theory describes very well the conversion process of H + to
H~ on cesiated monocrystalline tungsten (110). Applying the same
theory using the averaged work function of cesiated polycrystalline
tungsten leads to a value of the H~ fraction of the scattered particles that is roughly a factor of 1.7 higher than the measured fraction. Although there are some possible explanations this discrepancy between theory and experiment is not yet fully understood.
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Chapter III
A study of the H" production on poly- and monocrystalline
converters in a surface plasma source

Abstract
The H~ production on polycrystalline and monocrystalline (110)
tungsten and molybdenum converters in a self-extraction cesiated
surface plasma source has been compared. The H

ions are mainly pro-

duced via ion impact desorption. So significant difference in H~
yield is measured between the four converter surfaces. The optimum
converter voltage for H~ production, increases with the amount of
cesium added to the plasma.

- 6a -

1. Introduction
There are several approaches for the production of negative
ions 1 ' 2 . At present the most evolved H~ ion sources are those based
on plasma surface interactions3 »'*.
In surface plasma type of sources an auxiliary electrode, the
so-called converter, is introduced into the hydrogen discharge.
This converter is biased negatively with respect to the source chamber wall (anode) and therefore to the plasma. Cesium is introduced
into the discharge. As a result, surfaces are (partially) covered
by cesium. In general this results in a lowering of the work function. Positive hydrogen and cesium ions are accelerated towards the
converter across the plasma sheath. Hydrogen atoms are either deaorbed by ion impact or reflected from the converter surface. Part
of these atoms are negatively charged because of the low work function of the cesiated converter. Any negative ions formed at or near
the surface are accelerated back across the sheath. Subsequently
these neqative ions pass through the plasma and the extraction slit.
In our case no external extraction field is present; this is called
'self-extraction'3.
Measurements5 have shown that, in the case of positive hydrogen
ions reflected specularly from cesiated monocrystalline (110) and
polycrystalline tungsten surfaces, there is a difference of a factor of 3 in the H~ yield, in favour of the monocrystalline surface.
Measurements of the fraction of negative hydrogen ions in the total
number of particles (H° and H~) leaving the surfaces, show a higher
yield for monocrystals of a factor 2. The optimum H + to H~ conversion efficiency is reached at velocities perpendicular to the surface of 7 x 1 0

m/s 6 ' 7 . These velocities correspond to 'perpendicular'

energies of around 5 eV. Hydrogen particles desorbed through ion impact from the converter, present in surface plasma sources, are

- 69 believed to leave the surface with energies of the same order of
magnitude .
Because of the differences in H~ yield, mentioned above, it is
worthwhile to do a comparative test on polycrystalline and monocrystalline (110) tungsten converter surfaces in a surface plasma H~
ion source. Poly- and monocrystalline (110) molybdenum surfaces are
included in the test because traditionally molybdenum is the one
most extensively used material in these types of sources.

2. Apparatus
A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in
figure 1. The device is a cylindrical ion source

of the bucket

type, with a diameter of 20 cm and a length of 18 cm. The stainless
steel chamber of this bucket source is surrounded externally by 10
columns of cobalt-samarium magnets (Bpa 3.6 kG). The extraction side
of the chamber is closed by the plasma electrode, except for a slit
with an area of 0.5«11 mm 1 . Normal operation included an arc current of 4 A, an arc voltage of 70 V, a hydrogen pressure of
w 1.5 x 10

torr, a converter voltage of -200 V and a converter

current of «100 mA. During operation a continuous gasflow of hydrogen is maintained.
The water-cooled circular converter consists of an oxygen-free
copper plate with a diameter of 5.7 cm and a thickness of 1 cm. On
this copper plate a polycrystalline molybdenum foil (thickness
0.25 mm) is brazed with Au-Ni brazing material.
A tungsten polycrystal, a tungsten monocrystal (110) and a molybdenum monocrystal (110) are brazed directly onto the copper through
holes in the molybdenum foil. The dimensions of the crystals are
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the multicusp negative-ion source.
The source is not drawn to scale. The diameter of the
source is 20 cm, its length is 18 cm. The converter is
covered with a polycrystalline foil. In holes in the foil
three crystals (Mod 10), W(110) and W) are brazed.

- 71 16 « 19 » 1 nun3. The crystals are mechanically polished down to a
grain size of 1 pm. Subsequently the crystals are electrolytically
polished.
Only one type of converter material at a time is seen by the
viewing system formed by the extraction slit and the entrance slit
of the mass spectrometer (fig. 1 ) . The latter is situated 3.8 mm
behind the extraction slit. The distance from the converter to the
extraction slit is approximately 9 cm.
Cesium is introduced into the discharge either via dispensers
(SAES Getters, Italy)

or via a molybdenum pipe connected to a

cesium oven. With cesium added to the discharge, Langmuir probe mea9
—3

I

surements indicate that the plasma density is 7 « 10

j

cm

. The

electron temperature is 0.8 eV. The plasma potential is pa 1.5 V positive with respect to the anode.
The mass spectrometer, consisting of an electromagnet and a
Faraday cup, has an entrance slit with a width of 0.12 mm. The maximum mass number that can be detected is about 100. The half opening
angle of the system formed by the extraction and the entrance slit
is 2.8°. The mass spectrometer is operated at anode potential. For
negative ions with the same mass over charge ratio, the mass spectrometer acts as an energy analyzer.

3, Experimental results
During operation, the surfaces are cleaned due to sputtering by
Cs

ions. This is confirmed by the mass spectrum, shown in figure 2.

The heights of the O~, OH~, and O~ peaks are small compared to the
one of H~.
Figure 3 shows energy spectra of H~ ions leaving the plasma. All
detected H

ions are generated on the surface, because electron cap-
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Fig. 2 - Mass spectra of the negative ions leaving the four converter surfaces. The mass spectra correspond to the second
row of energy spectra in figure 3.
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Fig. 3 - The energy spectra of the H

ions leaving the four conver-

ter surfaces at four cesium pressures in the source. The
converter voltage is -200 V, the converter current 100 ma.
The arc current is 4 A, the arc voltage 70 V. The pressure
in the source is 1.5 « 10~ 3 torr.

- 74 ture in the plasma by fast neutrals, generated at the surface, is
negligibly small. Each of the four converter surfaces can have the
highest H~ yield, depending on the cesium pressure in the source.
There are two mechanisms for the surface production of H~ ions.
One mechanism is ion impact desorptionl". The desorbed H

ions

leave the plasma with an energy e V , corresponding to the converter
voltage V . The other mechanism is reflection of positive hydrogen
ions from the surface, as negative ions 7 . Depending on the incident
positive hydrogen ion species, the energy of the H~ ions reflected
from the surface can be up to 2 times higher than eV c>
It follows from the H~ energy spectra in figure 3 that the H~
ions are mainly desorbed (sputtered) from the surfaces". The backscattered fraction is small, less than 5%, compared to the desorbed
fraction.
The desorbed H~ fraction is high because hydrogen is bound to
the surface by the cesium 1lfX2 . A strong pumping effect is observed when cesium is introduced into the discharge9.
A significant difference in H~ yield between the monocrystals and
the polycrystals is not observed. Apparently, besides the negative
ionization process another process is important. We suggest that
this process is related to surface roughness. On a microscopic
scale the polycrystals are more rough than the monocrystals and
therefore their effective area for hydrogen adsorption and desorption is larger. Furthermore, the incoming positive ions have a larger probability to impinge under an angle smaller than normal on a
polycrystalline surface. At smaller angles the desorption coefficient is known to be larger0.
Figure 4 shows energy spectra of the H~ ions leaving the polycrystalline molybdenum converter surface at various converter volt-

-
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Energy (eVj

Fig. 4 - Energy spectra of the H~ ions leaving the polycrystalline
molybdenum converter surface at four different converter
voltacres. The cesium pressure in the source is relatively
high. Except for the converter voltage, the discharge parameters are the same as in figure 3.

- 76 ages between -150 V and -600 V. The cesium pressure in the source is
high. It can be seen from figure 4 that the maximum H~ yield is obtained for a converter voltage of approximately -600 V.
In figure 5 is shown the height of the H~ energy peaks as a
function of the converter voltage. For this particular cesium inlet,
the optimum H~ yield is found at a converter voltage of about -300 V,
except for the polycrystalline molybdenum surface where the optimum
is around -400 V, independent of the arc current. It is observed
that these optima shift to higher (absolute) converter voltages
when the amount of cesium added to the discharge increases. The
highest optimum voltage we measured was -600 V. This value is appreciably higher than the voltage commonly applied in plasma surface
sources1.
An explanation can be found in the enhanced sputtering yield when
the incident Cs

ion energy is increased. When the cesium pressure

rises, more cesium is adsorbed. Therefore, to maintain an optimum
coverage of half a monolayers»6»7, also the sputtering rate must increase, which is done by raising the converter voltage. Thus the
maximum H

yield is expected when the converter voltage at the

particular value of the cesium pressure, is such that the cesium
sputtering and the cesium adsorption dynamically establish a coverage of about half a monolayer.

4. Conclusion
The dominant process for the H~ production is found to be ion
impact desorption. The reflection peak height is below 5% of the desorption peak. No appreciable difference between mono- and polycrystals was observed. The higher H~ yield of monocrystals is coun-
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Fig. S - The height of the ion impact desorption peaks as a function
of converter voltage. The discharge parameters are the sane
as in the figure 3. One run is done at an arc current of 10 A.

- 78 terbalanced by the higher surface roughness of polycrystals. For H~
production, the optimum converter voltage with respect to the anode
increases with the amount of cesium added to the plasma.
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Chapter IV
Experimental arrangement of DENISE

1. Introduction
The goal of the experiment DEMISE (DEnse Negative Ion beam Surface Experiment) is to demonstrate the possibility of producing a
dense negative hydrogen ion beam via double charge exchange of a
positive hydrogen ion beam at metal surfaces. The design of DENISE
is based on the seemingly mutually excluding demands posed by the
schemes for neutral beam injection in future fusion devices (ion
energy above 100 keV, see chapter 1) and by the charge transfer properties of low work function metal surfaces (ion energies in the eV
range, see section 2 ) .
In Culham, UK, the JET experiment (Joint European Torus) has
been constructed to demonstrate the scientific feasibility of nuclear fusion in magnetically confined toroidal plasma devices. The
demand to heat the JET plasma to thermonuclear temperatures
( > 5 x 10

K) results in beams of high energy (E«160 keV) of deute-

rium neutrals, large amounts of injected power (F»10 M W ) , high
power density («10 kW/cm1) in the port hole and therefore high
currents (I «60 A) and pulse length of T > 1 0 s 1 . The planning for
the generation of magnetic fusion experiments after JET, includes
an even higher energy (E>200 keV), a larger amount of power
(P>60 MW) and a longer pulse length (T>30 s ) 2 ' 3 .
With the neutralization efficiency of D~ ions given, see chapter

- 82 1, the design criteria for neutral beam lines based on negative
ions can be derived from the heating power required by the plasma
in future nuclear fusion devices. The criteria for the design of
DENISE are listed in section 2 of this chapter.
In this chapter the technical aspects of the experiment DENISE
are reviewed. The experiment consists of 5 main parts:
- The bucket ion source. A hydrogen plasma is generated in this
source. Positive hydrogen ions are extracted from the plasma.
- The extraction - deceleration system. A positive hydrogen ion beam
is extracted from the ion source and subsequently decelerated down
to energies in the range of 500 eV to 5 keV. The physics involved
is discussed in chapter 5.
- The cesiated monocrystalline (110) tungsten surfaces for the negative ionization- See also chapter 2 and 6.
- The H~ extraction system.
- The collector.
Shortly the electrical system (sect. 3.1), the bucket ion source
and electrode system (sect. 3.2), the collectors (sect. 3.3), the
vacuum system (sect. 3.4) and the data acquisition system (sect. 3.5)
are discussed in this chapter. In section 4 some measurements of
the efficiency of plasma generation in the bucket source are discussed.

2. The design criteria for DENISE
Negative ionization of hydrogen beams at cesiated tungsten surfaces (which have a low work function) seems to be a promising way
for efficient production of dense high energy H~ beams. A device
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based on this negative ionization process consists of an ion source,
from which positive ions are extracted, and converter surfaces on
which the positive ions are directed. In DENISE the converter surfaces, at which the negative ions are formed, are situated outside
the source. An advantage of such a device is chat the parameters of
the charge transfer process and those determining the production of
the primary (positive) ion beam are decoupled. This is in contrast
with the surface plasma sources, where the charge transfer process
takes place at surfaces placed in the source plasma.
The negative ionization mechanism has been studied by Van Wunnik
et al.*' 5 » 6 in a dedicated experiment. The H~ yield has been measured for the case that a cesiatsd monocrystalline (110) tungsten surface '4)min = ''-45 eV) is bombarded by positive hydrogen ions. The incoming (positive) ions hit the surface under grazing angles of incidence, i.e. from 75° to 85° with the surface normal. The energy
of the incident ions ranges from 100 eV to 2 keV. For the cesiated
tungsten (110) monocrystal maximum conversion efficiencies of up to
40% are measured. The measured reflection properties of hydrogen
from a monocrystalline (110) tungsten surface, covered with half a
monolayer of cesium can be summarized as follows.
- Maximum H~ yield occurs for E^ = mv^/2 » 5 eV, where v. is the velocity component of the incident H

ion normal to the surface.

Measurements were done for v « v . . 5 » 6 .
- Reflection is mainly specular.
- Mean energy loss is less than 10% at grazing incidence.
- Mean energy spread in the specular direction is » 1 0 % at grazing
incidence.
- Mean angular spread around the specular direction «15° at grazing incidence.
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The aim of DENISE is to provide a proof of principle concerning
the possibility to produce a nega.-.ive ion beam7. Therefore acceleration of the H~ ion beam to higher energies (> 200 keV) and successive neutralization of the H~ ion beam are of no concern. To obtain

Bucket
ion source

H*
extr./decel

Negative
11 ionization
surfaces

H"
extraction

Collector

Filaments

Permanent magnets

IkV]

-10-20-

Fig. 1 - A sketch of the design of the electrode arrangement of
DENISE. The potential distribution on the axis is also
shown. The dimensions of the slits in the electrodes are
0.2» 10 cra:. Behind the surfaces the slit width is 3 mm.

- 85 high current densities in the positive hydrogen ion beam, at voltages that do not yet pose more than the usual difficulties, it was
decided to extract these ions at 20 kV. The properties of surface
conversion, i.e. small E^ then demand a deceleration of the H

ions.

To study the extraction of H~ ions it was decided to use 20 kV
again. Figure 1 presents a sketch of the electrode arrangement of
DENISE. Also indicated is the potential distribution on the axis.
Fusion application3 of H~ or D~ sources necessitates a high
current density of > 20 mA/cm* 8 . Based on the measurements of Van
Wunnik1*'5 we estimated an overall H + to H~ conversion efficiency of
10%. Therefore we need a primary H

ion beam with a current density

J

of > 200 mA/cm . The maximum achievable current density from a
steady state plasma source is »250 mA/cm2. To extract beams with
this high current density the Child Langmuir theory9 predicts an
extraction voltage >10

V. For this calculation we used the techni-

cally achievable minimum width of the extraction gap of 2.5 nan.
The optimum energy E , corresponding to the velocity component
perpendicular to the low work function surface, for the H + to H~
conversion process is E ss5 eV 5 ' 6 . Because of the beam space charge
it is impossible to decelerate a 20 keV positive ion beam down to
energies lower than *«1 keV 1 °. These two energy demands can be combined by using grazing angles of incidence. At an energy of 1 keV
the optimum angle of incidence is 0 «a 85°, where 0 is the angle between the beam velocity and the normal on the surface. The converter surfaces are positioned parallel to the beam axis, to preserve
the symmetry of the beam space charge field. The beam is decelerated
just in front of the surfaces to increase the beam divergence and
to allow the beam particles to collide with the surface. Therefore
a slit geometry is used where the beam blows up in the direction

- 86 perpendicular to the slit during deceleration. The negative ionization surfaces are biased positively with respect to the neighbouring electrodes to assure electrostatic confinement of secondary
electrons produced at these surfaces.
Separation of H~ ions and electrons before acceleration of the
negative ions is possible because of their different kinetic
energy at creation on the surfaces. No additional magnetic fields
are required.
Positive ions that have not hit the charge transfer surfaces
need to be removed from the H~ beam. This is done as a side effect
of the acceleration system for the H~ ions.
The converter surfaces are made of cesiated monocrystalline (110)
tungsten because the H

production process at such a surface are

known to have a high H

yield.

3. The experimental setup
3.1.

The electrical circuit

Figure 2 shows the electrical circuit connected to the various
electrodes in the experiment DENISE. From comparison with figure 1
it follows that during the experiments only two electrodes are used
for the H

extraction. Originally three electrodes were planned.

Three sets of two serially connected filaments (1.5 mm diam.)
are heated by three current regulated power supplies (30 V, 200 A
each), which are controlled independently. The current regulated
power supply (300 V, 200 A) which maintains the arc discharge in
the source chamber is connected with the cathode (filaments) via
0.6 Q resistors and with the anode (source chamber wall). These
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30V, 120 A

ARC
Res. Energy

Fig. 2 - The experimental setup of the intense negative ion source
experiment DENISE. Power supplies are schematically shown.
In the figure typical values are shown at which the power
supplies are operated. The monocrystalline (110) tungsten
conversion surfaces are covered with cesium by means of
dispensers, which are mounted on a movrble support in a
separate UHV chamber. The surfaces can be pulled up into
this chamber. During and after cesium coverage the work
function of the surfaces can be monitored photoelectrically.

- 88 resistors are necessary to change the characteristic of the system
formed by the filaments and the arc current power supply to positive.
Via a variable resistor, which in normal operation is set to
zero, the plasma electrode, i.e. the first anode of the extraction
system, is connected to the arc power supply. In normal operation
the potential of this plasma electrode is slightly negative ( « 20 V)
with respect to the filaments. This enhances the ccnfinement of
electrons in the source charier.
Both the power supplies for filament heating and the arc power
supply are isolated fron ground. They are operated at source potential. Because the negative ionization surfaces are operated at or
near ground potential, the residual energy of the ions when they
arrive at the surfaces is directly related to the source potential.
The power supply (5 kV, 1.5 A) connected to the source and the
power supply (20 kV, 1.5 A) connected to the extraction electrode
together provide the extraction voltage. The maximum extraction
voltage is 25 kV. The distance between the extraction electrodes
is chosen 2.5 mm (see section 3.2.2). Therefore the maximum field
strength in the extraction gap is 100 kV/cm. At higher fields break
down effects occur due to field emission. Therefore a field strength
of 100 kV/cm is the upper limit of the field strength applicable
in lens systems.
To limit the size of the transformers in the electrical circuits
and the dimensions of the cooling systems connected to DENISE we
have chosen a duty cycle of 10%. At a maximum duration of the high
voltage pulse of 10 s, the time between two successive shots is
100 s. During this time all parts of the DENISE experiment that accumulated heat are allowed to cool.
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The extraction electrodes are protected by means of a fast
switch. This switch, based on a high power high voltage triode regulator tube (Machlett, Stanford, Conn., USA, type ML 8772) is able
to switch off the current in the case a break down occurs 11 . A break
down is detected by a current sensor. When the current is larger
than a presetted value (1 A ) , then the regulator tube limits the
current to this value. The regulator switches off the current when
the break down lasts longer than a presetted time, typically 10 ms.
The switching generally takes «20 M S . The switch is connected to
the high voltage power supply for the extraction potential (20 kV,
1.5 A ) . A similar switch, also with a triode tube (Philips, the
Netherlands, type YD 1192) is connected to the power supply for the
source potential (5 kV, 1.5 A ) . Besides the fast switch function of
the regulator tubes, they also regulate the voltage applied to the
electrodes.
The high voltage electrical system is designed such that the capacity down stream of the regulator tube is as low as possible, i.e.
less than 2 nF. At maximum extraction voltage (25 kV) the amount of
energy stored in this capacity is »1 J. We assume that the vol+.age
over the discharge, which is generated between the electrodes during
a break down, has a maximum of «100 V 1 2 . Thus, during the maximum
allowed arc time of 100 ms, approximately 10 J of energy is transported from the power supply - regulator tube system to the arc between the electrodes. In this way the amount of energy dissipated
in the break down arc between the electrodes is limited to a maximum of «11 J. This value is the empirically obtained optimum
value 1 1 ' 1 3 of the break down energy that can safely be dissipated
between the electrodes. When more than this amount of energy is
dissipated in the electrode system damage occurs. When less energy

- 90 is dissipated the electrode surfaces maintain a high roughness,
initiating new break downs. The arc discharges function as a sort
of electro-polishing.
When they are formed at the conversion surfaces the H~ ions enter
a region where they are accelerated. This accelerating voltage is
provided by a (20 kV, 4 A) power supply. In practice we use a maximum H~ voltage of « 7 kV. With a gap width of 2.5 mm this results
in electric fields of <28 kV/cm. At these low electric fields severe break downs are not expected. Therefore a fast switch is not
used to regulate the H~ accel-power supply.
With exception of the power supply providing the H

accelerating

voltage, the electrical system is operated by a fully automated
control system, based on a Siemens SMP-80 micro processor. This
system consists of a central processor which controls the timing of
the experiment (maximum beam pulse length is 10 s ) . To control the
fast switch a slave processor (DAI) is installed.
The communication between the central processor, the slave processor and the control units installed in the power supplies is done
via light guides. The central processor has no galvanic connections
to other parts of the experiment. In this way the central processol,
which is operated at ground level, can control power supplies that
are operated at high voltage. Furthermore this enhances the protection of the control system against high voltage spikes, caused by
break downs.
In figure 3a the typical timing of a shot, resulting in a beam
pulse of 5 s, is introduced by thick lines. The arc stabilizes on a
time scale of a few seconds. Therefore the extraction voltage is
switched on at least 5 s after initiation of the arc.
The filaments are heated by the filament current I p before the
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Fig. 3 - The timing of the experiment DENISE is shown in figure 3a.
The largest possible on-times are drawn with dashed lines,
a typical timing is shown in thick solid lines. I p is the
filament current, Ift the arc current. V g the source voltage and V e x t is the extraction voltage. T F , Tft, T Q , T g
and T e x t are the durations of the corresponding pulses. The
timing is controlled by a SMP-80 microprocessor with a DAI
slave processor, which controls the high voltage fast switch
(triode) which protects the DENISE electrode system against
severe break downs. In figure 3b is shown the action of the
slave processor when break downs occur. Here t b is the
allowed duration of an ace induced by a break down and td
is the de-ionization timu. Typical values are tb =10 ms
and td - 3.1 ma.

- 92 arc is started (T = 0 s ) . The thermal time constant of the filaments
is M 6 S. Therefore they will have reached their end temperature of
ft» 3200 K at a filament current of 130 A in the 9 s normally used for
heating the filaments. At time T = 0 s the piezo valve opens to let
in Hj gas into the source. The start time of the power supply, which
supplies the arc current (Ift), can be chosen between +1 and -1 s
around T = 0 s. The start of the power supplies, which provide the
voltage applied to the source (Vg) and the voltage (V ext ) applied
to the extraction electrode, can be varied between +9 s and -9 s
around T = 0 s. These two power supplies are always switched on and
off simultaneously, because they provide th«j extraction current together. Because of the flexibility of the above mentioned delay
times, the optimum timing scheme can be chosen for starting the arc
and high voltage extractionllf. The gas pulse and the arc current
pulse stop at the same moment. The maximum duration of a beam pulse,
is 10 s.
At T = 0 s the current which heats the filament is reduced by
one-third of the expected arc current. This is done to prevent the
filaments from overheating when both the filament current and a part
of the arc current is flowing through.
Figure 3b shows the influence of the fast switch on the extraction voltage. The DAI slave processor monitors the current flowing
to the extraction electrode and thus detects break downs between the
electrodes of the DENISE extraction-deceleration system. When a
break down is detected, the DAI slave processor measures the duration t^ of the break down induced arc. When this duration is longer
than a chosen time, the current is switched off for a chosen period
of time t^. During this time the gas, that is ionized due to the
arc, initiated by the break down between the electrodes,, de-ionizes. •

- 93 Typical times for the duration of the break downs and de-ionization
periods are
t b = 10 ms

and

t d = 3.1 ms.

3.2. The bucket ion source and the electrode system
The ion source and the extraction-deceleration electrodes are
closely related, both from a mechanical and from a physical point
of view. Therefore they are both discussed in this section.

3.2.1. Jh^_backzt_lon_iqu>icz
Tl^e ion source is constructed after drawings of the "DITE" bucket
source, kindly provided by the Culham Laboratories, UK 1 5 ' 1 6 . Bucket
ion sources are widely used for the production of large area uniform
plasmas, from which positive hydrogen ion beams are extracted 17 ' 18 .
Our source consists of a rectangular water-cooled copper chamber
wall. Generally available copper contains oxygen. To avoid erosion
of the electrodes due to a reaction of the oxygen with hydrogen,
oxygen free (OHF) copper is used. Figure 4 shows a schematic of the
bucket source. The thickness of the copper wall is 4 nun, that of
the backplate of the source is 15 mm. The backplate is water cooled.
The backplate is designed to deal with a considerable amount of
power transported towards it by backstreaming electrons, i.e. electrons which are accelerated into the source by the positive ion extraction lens. The front area of the source is 14 * 19 cm 2 . The depth
of the source is 14 cm. In the backplate of the source 6 filaments
with a diameter of 1.5 mm are mounted. Water cooled feed throughs

Co-Sm magnets

Teflon
insulator

Extraction
slit

Water,
cooling

Fig. 4 - The magnetic multipole bucket ion source. The dimensions
of the rectangular source chamber are 14 « 14 » 19 cm'. The
source wall is made of OHF copper and is vater cooled.
In the back plate 6 filaments (diameter 1.5 mm) are mounted on isolated (water cooled) feedthroughs. With exception of the front plate, i.e. the plasma or first electrode
of the extraction system, all walls are equipped with cobalt-samarium permanent magnets. These magnets give rise
to the magnetic cusp fields that confine the primary electrons and thus enhance the efficiency of the source. The
plasma electrode is biased iiagatively with respect to the
filaments. Therefore it is electrically isolated from the
source chamber (anode).

- 95 with an O-ring vacuum seal are used for the mounting of these filaments. Also in the backplate a connection for a manometer and the
inlet of hydrogen gas are situated.
Around the source chamber permanent cobalt-samarium magnets
(B*»0.1 T at the surface of the magnet, B R « 0 . 0 7 T on the inside of
the source wall) are mounted, in rows with alternating polarity. On
the backplate of the source chamber also rows of magnets are mounted. These magnets are mounted in 1.1 cm deep slits, which are
frazed in the backplate. This is done to assure that the magnetic
field strength at the inner side of the source wall is the same for
all magnets. The magnets form a cusp magnetic field, as is schematically shown in figure 4. In an inner ( » 5 cm from the walls) nearly
field free (<10

T) area the filaments are placed. The primary elec-

trons emitted from the filaments1* and the plasma electrons are reflected by the strong field near the wall and have a long life. Due
to the longer life time of the electrons the ionization probability
per electron increases. Therefore the gas efficiency and the electrical efficiency of the source increase (see section 4 ) . The electrons
can only reach the anode in the cusp lines, where the magnetic field
lines cross the source chamber wall 20 . These cusp lines are situated
just in front of the magnets. The extraction slit in the first
(plasma) electrode is located in the so-called super cusp. That is
an area in or in front of the source where the magnetic field is
almost zero («10

T ) , due to the symmetry of the magnetic field.

In the volume where the magnetic field is less than 2 x 1 0

T, the

plasma is uniform within 10% 2 1 .
The first electrode of the extraction system, the so-called
plasma electrode, is equipped with ridges which are extended 10 mm
into the source chamber at a distance of « 2 mm from the source

V

- 96 chamber walls. Due to these ridges electrons are prevented from
leaving the source chamber and therefore from hitting the teflon
insulator between source chamber (operated at anode potential) and
plasma electrode (operated below cathode potential) 22 .

3.2.2. The._VEUlSE_e.l&c.ttiqde:_At[A,te.m
The design of the DENISE electrode system is based on that of extraction systems used for testing PINI neutral beam systems for
JET 2 3 . A major difference between the PINI type of extraction system and the DENISE system is the number of electrodes involved. The
PINI system has three or four electrodes, where the potentials of
all electrodes but one are approximately of the same magnitude2 3 .
The DENISE electrode system is designed for six electrodes, although
we use only five electrodes in the experiment. Compared to the
PINI extraction system the DENISE electrode system poses extra difficulties because of the additional electrodes, together with the
demand that converter surfaces, mounted in a movable frame, have to
be positioned between the electrodes in the middle of the lens system. Figure 5 shows a cross section through the DENISE slit electrode system.
Considerations that lead to the design of the DENISE electrode
system are:
a) During a shot the electrodes are not actively cooled because
channels for water cooling are mounted far from the slits. Therefore the electrode has to accumulate the power load during a
shot. The material best suited for this is copper. Thick electrodes are favourable from the point of cooling (heat capacity
and heat conductance) and because of mechanical reasons (OHF
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Fig. 5 - A cross section through the five electrode slit lenssystem.
This lenssystem is designed for the extraction and subsequent deceleration of a positive hydrogen ion beam and
acceleration of H~ ions generated at converter surfaces
(not drawn). These converter surfaces are placed parallel
to the beam in the dedicated rectangular space in the
middle of the lenssystem. The molybdenum insert in the
plasma electrode is indicated by cross shading. Cross sections through insulators are indicated by shading with
thick lines. The drawing illustrates that the use of two
(stainless steel) mounting plates results in a stiff and
rigid structure for all electrodes involved, while allowing
place for cooling tubes and for the converter surfaces
(translating through the dedicated free space).

- 98 copper is very soft). On the other hand the electrodes should be
as thin as possible. Because of beam divergence the probability
of bombardment of the electrode increases with the length of the
path of the ions in the electrode. Secondary electrons, emitted
due to this ion bombardment, can be accelerated towards other
electrodes and thus form a severe extra power load. As a compromise the electrode thickness is chosen 4 mm, based on earlier experience with 3 mm thick electrodes.
b) Use flat electrodes if possible. This enhances the mechanical
strength of the electrodes. When bended electrodes can not be
avoided, for instance for electrical reasons, then the parts
parallel to the beam axis should be as short as possible.
c) Use electrodes with slits to generate a sheet like beam. Because
of the reflection properties the converters are made out of monocrystalline material. Therefore the converters are essentially
flat, i.e. not curved. The two converters are placed parallel
to the beam axis. Therefore the beam geometry most suited for
interaction with the converters is the slit geometry.
d) The slit width of 2 mm has been copied from sources which have
2x

'
i

shown reliable psrformance . The height of the slits (100 m m ) ,

i

is chosen such that the maximum H

|

current incident on the con-

verter surfaces is f»0.5 A. Such currents make the experiment
!
significant for future fusion application of the source. The
slits in the electrodes of the H~ acceleration lens are 3 mm wide.
e) The insulators with which the electrodes are mounted have to be
able to hold a maximum voltage of 25 kV.
f) The electrodes of the lens system should be mounted such that
parts with positive and negative high voltage are shielded from
each other by a grounded or low voltage intermediate plate. This

!
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two of them. One of the mounting plates of the lens system is
used as a shield,
g) Area must be reserved for the vertically translatable frame that
contains the cesiated tungsten (110) converter surfaces,
h) It should be possible to demount the total electrode system as a
unit. Then the slits in the electrodes can be aligned separately
from the rest of the experiment.
•• i) Space should be available to study multi-aperture extraction in
later experiments.
Figure 5 shows that between the electrodes that form the H~ acceleration lens an additional electrode can be mounted. This electrode
has been planned, but has never been used in the experiment (see
section 2 ) . In figure 5 the rectangular space that is kept free for
the converters is indicated as dedicated free space. The plasma
electrode is insulated from the source chamber mounting flange by
teflon insulator plates. The insulating rods on which the other
electrodes are mounted, are made of Vespel (Du Pont, Wilmington,
USA). Around the insulators shields are mounted to protect their
surfaces from metal vapours, generated in a break down, or from
sputtered particles and photons. The electrodes and the mounting
flanges are carried by four mounting stubs each.
Because of the high electric fields up to 100 kV/cm in the extraction gap the extraction electrode had to be folded to reduce the
electric field in the neighbourhood of the mounting bolts. This is
done to prevent break downs due to field emission in this region.
Bombardment of the plasma electrode by secondary electrons originating from the, extraction electrode, can cause severe damage of the

- 100 plasma electrode. Therefore the central part of this electrode is
provided with a molybdenum insert.
The electrode system is mounted on two stainless steel mounting
plates. In this way the electrode system can be taken from the ion
source as a whole, so that alignment of the electrodes and adjustment of gap widths can be done separately from the source.
Figure 6 shows the dimensions of the electrode system in a cross
section through the slit area of the electrodes. The dimension of
the slits is 100 * 2 mm, the width of the slits in the electrodes
downstream of the converter surfaces is 3 mm. The converter surfaces,
consisting of two cesiated tungsten (110) monocrystals, are positioned parallel to the beam axis, 3 mm apart. All electrodes have a
thickness of 4 mm. To improve beam optics the slit in the plasma
electrode has to be equipped with a Pierce like shaped slit. The
oblique part of the slit in the first (plasma) electrode is 45°. The
other side of the molybdenum insert in the plasma electrode is also
shaped to improve the penetration of the source plasma in the extraction region. Due to this shape the effective thickness of the
plasma electrode in the extraction region is 1.5 mm. The width of
the extraction gap is 2.5 mm, that of the deceleration gap 2.8 mm.
The distance between the converter surfaces and the deceleration
electrode is « 3 mm, while that of the converter surfaces to the
first electrode of the H
of the H

accel gap is approximately 5 mm. The width

acceleration gap is 2.5 mm. The dimensions of the tungsten

monocrystals are 1 0 0 * 9 * 1.5 mm 3 .
To avoid bombardment of the top and the bottom of the frame on
which the tunsten crystals are mounted the height of the slit in the
molybdenum insert in the plasma electrode is reduced to 8 cm.
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Fig. 6 - A cross section through the slit region of the DEMISE electrode system. The cesiated tungsten (110) monocrystals arc?
indicated by the shaded area. The height of the slits and
the converter surfaces is 10 cm, that of the slit in the
first (plasma) electrode is 8 cm.
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In figure 7 schematically the main collector in the experiment
DENISE is shown. It consists of 7 water-cooled OHP copper cups with
a width of 1 cm and a height of 11 cm. The cups are placed parallel
to the direction of the slits in the electrodes of the lens system.
In this way the beam profile can be measured. By way of a high transmission («85%) tungsten grid, placed in front of the cups, a negative voltage is applied to prevent secondary electrons from reaching,
cq. leaving the collector.
The cups are equipped with two thermocouples each. When the
water-cooling is switched off, the cups can be used as calorimeters.
In this way the current measurements can be checked using the positive hydrogen beam.
The collector is mounted on a movable support and can be operated at any high voltage level up to 20 kV. The collector can be
translated in the direction along the beam axis. Thus it is possible
to adjust the position of the collector such that, the beam hits all
seven cups. In this way the beam profile can be obtained with the
highest possible resolution.
The collector and its support can be rotated (90°) around the
axis of the beam. This allows alignment of the cusps to the slits
in the electrodes. A magnetic field (4 * 10~

T maximum) can be gene-

rated by an electromagnet, situated between the last electrode and
the collector. The magnetic field is directed perpendicular to the
slits in the electrodes. When the beam height is reduced to approximately 0.5 cm and with the collector rotated over 90°, the latter
can be used as a crude mass analyser. To prevent stray magnetic
fields from entering the interaction region where the converter surfaces are situated, a soft iron diaphragm is placed in between the
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Fig. 7 - The collector consisting of 7 water cooled OHF cups
(1 « 11 c m 3 ) , which are placed parallel to the slits in the
electrodes of the lens system. In front of the cups a grid
with high transmission is situated. To prevent beam particles from entering the space between the cups, tungsten
rods are placed before the cups as is indicated in the figure. The collector can be operated at voltages up to
20 kV. The signals are transmitted to a data-acquisition
system that is at ground potential via light guides.
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Fig. 8 - The shielded Faraday cup for discrimination between electrons and H

ions. The cup is mounted between the poles of

the yoke of an electromagnet (B m a x = 4 « I0~' Tt. The cup is
electrically insulated from this yoke and an insulating
teflon sheet is wrapped around it. The entrance opening of
the cup is 5 « 10 ram'. In the cup a collector with an entrance area of 15 « 15 mm' is mounted. A grid of 81% transmission is mounted in front of the collector. In front of the
cup a copper shield is mounted to prevent bombardment of
the Faraday cup by ions aud neutrals. The opening in this
copper diaphragm is also 5 » 10 nur . To shield the region
with the electrode system from stray magnetic fields a soft
iron flux shield is placed 3 cm in front of the yoke of the
magnet. The opening in this shield is 80 > 30 mm'. This
opening is reduced by means of a copper diaphragm to
5 » 10 mm'. The Faraday cup can be operated at voltages up
to 20 kV.
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lens structure and the collector (see the figures 2 and 8 ) .
The main collector has an open structure. Therefore current measurements are easily distorted by electrons reaching the collector
despite of the magnetic field in front of it. A shielded Faraday
cup was designed to discriminate between H

ions and electrons.

Figure 8 shows the scheme of this cup. It is mounted in between the
poles of the yoke of the electromagnet. The magnetic field is sufficiently strong to bend away electrons, but not strong enough for
the heavier H~ ions, which follow nearly straight orbits. The entrance opening of the cup is 5« 10 mm J . At a distance of 50 mm behind the diaphragm formed by this entrance opening a second diaphragm is mounted, which has an opening of 15 * 15 mm J . It prevents
electrons from reaching the collector area. In front of the collector
a grid with a high transmission (81%) is placed. The Faraday cup is
shielded from bombardment by the ion beam by a 2 mm thick OHF copper
diaphragm with an opening with the same dimensions as those of the
entrance opening of the cup.

3.4. The vacuum system
Figure 9 shows a scheme of the vacuum system of the experiment
DENISE. Rough pumping is done by a rotary pump and a turbo molecular pump (270 1/s). The base pressure in the vacuum vessel, when
only the rough pumping system is operated is s»5 x 10
torr. A base
—ft
pressure of fa 1 x 10
torr can be reached in the vacuum vessel when
the two refrigerator cryo pumps (10

1/s each) are operated. An UHV

chamber mounted on top of the vacuum vessel is pumped by a separate
turbo molecular pump (110 1/s). The base pressure in this UHV chamber is «1 x 10~ 9 torr.
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9 - The vacuum system of the experiment DENISE. During operation the pressure in the source is w 1 « 10
in the vessel is « 1 « 10~

5

torr. The base pressure in the

vacuum vessel and the UHV chamber are 1 « 10~
tively 1 » 10~9 torr.

torr and that

torr respec-
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The cryo pumps consist of panels of active coal that are mounted
on a 'cold finger'. The cold finger is cooled by expansion of compressed helium, down to a temperature of around 15 K. Above the
cryo panels a baffle is mounted which is cooled by liquid nitrogen
(T«80 K ) . Between the wall of the cryo pump and the cryo panels
also a liquid nitrogen cooled shield is mounted. The parts on LNj
temperature mainly function as heat shields.
Except for the isolation/air admittance valves, which are mounted for protection of the rotary pumps, and the manually operated
valves for leakage testing (venting), all valves are operated by a
DAI-DCE microprocessor. The microprocessor is programmed to receive
commands from a panel with switches. The controller can be operated
in two modes:
- Manual_op.eration.
The processor passes commands on to the valves and pumps. No signals flow back from the vacuum system to the processor. Therefore
the vacuum system is unguarded.
- Autgmatic_op.eration:
The processor is connected to manometers (both ionization gauges
and Pirani vacuum-meters). It compares the pressure with presetted
values and reacts when these values are surpassed by the actual
pressure. In this way the vacuum is guarded.
Connected to the processor (automatic mode only) is a clock for
controlled regeneration of the cryo pumps. Two modes of regerenation are used. During short regeneration the compressors of the cryo
pumps, which operate in the same way as a refrigerator, are switched
off for fa 6 min. The active coal panels heat up until they are at
liquid air temperature. Now the hydrogen which is adsorbed (up to
pa 2 x 10

torr . 1) on the coal, is desorbed. The second mode is long

\
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regeneration. During several hours (typically 8 hours) both the
cryo pumps and the liquid air baffles are switched off. The total
amount of adsorbed gas (up to w 2 « 1 0

torr .1) is now allowed to

desorb from the active coal panels.
When both the cryo pumps and the liquid air baffles are switched
off, (especially when the vessel is open) the wall of the pumps and
the vacuum vessel is maintained at «50°C by means of silicone rubber elements with resistance wires (Watlow, St.Louis, USA). This is
done to prevent condensation of water on the walls of the vacuum
vessel, c.q. for easier removal of water which is condensated on
the walls.
The inlet of hydrogen gas into the source chamber is controlled
by a piezo electrical valve (Veeco Instrum., Plainview, NY, USA).
This valve is operated by the SMP-80 microprocessor (section 3.1),
which controles the duration of the H 2 gas pulse and the amount admitted to the source (figure 3) 2 < 1 .
The UHV chamber, which is mounted on top of the experiment, is
equipped for preparing the conversion surfaces. A translation system lifts the surfaces with their support out of the beam line into
the preparation chamber. Cesium dispensers (SAES Getters, Italy),
with a length of 10 cm are positioned on both sides of the surfaces
(see figure 2 ) . The dispensers emit a cesium vapour jet when they
are electrically heated 25 . In this way the surfaces are covered by
cesium. The photo current is monitored when a surface is irradiated
by a laser beam. We use a HeNe laser with a wavelength A of 632.8 nm,
corresponding to a photon energy of 1.96 eV. In this way it is detected whether the work function of at least a fraction of the tungsten surfaces is lower than 1.96 eV. When the surfaces are covered
with cesium they are lowered again into the beam line.
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3.5. The data-acquisition system
Figure 10 shows a schematic of the main parts of the data-acquisition system. Signals from the beam collector (section 3.3) are
transformed into analogue light signals which are transmitted to
receivers at ground potential. These receivers transform the light
signals into electrical signals again. The optical data transmission
system is capable of transmitting signals with rise times of «1.5
us. This corresponds with a band width of 3 MHz. The dynamic range
of the transmission system is 55 dB and the linearity is better than
2%. A disadvantage of the analogue optical data transmission system
is a frequently occurring shift of the zero offset.
The d?-tection system consists of two sets of four parallel channels. Each set is connected to a transient recorder (Lecroy, Palo
Alto, Cal., USA), which digitizes the signals and stores them as a
function of time in memory units. These transient recorders are controlled via a trigger unit and a clock unit in a CAMAC crate. The
trigger signal is supplied by the Siemens SMP-80 micro processor
which controls the timing of the experiment.
The central part of the DENISE data-acquisition system is a DEC
micro computer (LSI 11/23). This micro computer directly controls
the CAMAC crate and the units in it. Furthermore it has a direct
link with the DEC VAX host computer of the laboratory. Development
of the code which controls the LSI is done on this VAX host computer.
After a shot the measured data, which are stored in the memory
units, are shown on a colour video display and are permanently stored on magnetic tape (digital cassette». Via a CALCOMP plotter system, which is connected to the VAX mini computer, the measured signals are plotted.
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Fig. 1 0 - A schematic of the data-acquisition system of DEMISE. Via
light guides the signals are transported from the collector (operated at high voltage) to the ground potential
transient recorders which store the signals, after digitizing them, in memory units.
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4. The source plasma
Measurements have been done to test the performance of the multicusp bucket ion source of the experiment DENISE. These measurements
are compared with measurements performed in similar sources by
Goede et a l . 2 6 » 2 7 ' 2 8 .
Figure 11 shows the discharge voltage V^ in the source, versus
the arc current I e , that is is emitted from the filaments, at three
values of the filament current. The hydrogen pressure in the source
is « 1 x 10

torr. In the steep part of curve 1 (Ip =120 A) the

emission is limited by the temperature of the filaments» The flat
parts of the curves correspond to the cases that the emission from
the filaments is limited by the space charge, formed by the electrons which already have been emitted. Temperature limited emission
is preferred because of the more stable operation of the bucket
source in this case 2 2 ' 2 6 .
We are interested in estimating the efficiency of the magnetic
cusp configuration. This is done by comparing the total electron current I e emitted from the filaments with the total (positive) ion
current l + , which flows towards the walls of the source (anode),
the filaments (cathode) and the plasma electrode, i.e. the first
electrode of the extraction system29. When the plasma electrode is
used as a probe the total ion current can be derived from the current to the plasma electrode by dividing it by a geometrical factor. This factor n gives the fraction of the total ion current that
flows to the plasma electrode. Without magnetic field n=0.18. When
magnetic fields are present a part of the anode is shielded by the
magnetic cusp field. The effective anode area is equal to the product of the length of the cusp lines and the cusp leak width. This
leak width is generally believed to be two times the hybrid Larmor
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Fig. 11 - The discharge voltage V d (are voltage) as a function of the
arc current I

at three values of the heater current Ip of

the filaments. Curve (1) corresponds to a filament current
of 120 A, curve (2) corresponds to Ip=130 A and curve (3)
to Ip= 140 A. In the steep part of curve (1) the emission
is limited by the temperature of the filament. In the flat
parts of the curves the emission is space charge limited.

- 113 radius 26 , which is the geometrical mean of the ion and electron
Larmor radii. This leads to n^O-SG.
To prevent electrons from flowing towards the plasma electrode,
it is biased « 40 V negative with respect to the filaments (cathode).
Thus only (positive) ions are collected on the plasma electrode. The
current measured in this way is the ion saturation current. In figure 12 we present the ratio of the emitted current and the fraction
n of the total positive ion current towards the wall, which is collected on the plasma electrode, as a function of the reciprocal of
the pressure in the source. The arc voltage is varied between 73 V
and 144 V.
The linear dependences shown in figure 12 can be understood on
the basis of a simplified version of the theoretical models developed by Holmes 22 , Goede et al. 2 6 ' 2 7 » 2 6 and Green et al. 3 1 . The following simplifications are made:
- The neutral gas particles can only be ionized once.
12
—3
- The degree of ionization is low (n e »10
cm , n e << nQ).
- The plasma potential is slightly positive with respect to the
source wall (anode), due to ambipolar diffusion.

[
I
i

- There is only one type of neutral gas particle and one type of ion.

!

- Recombination between ions and electrons is not taken into account.

I
- Finally an equilibrium state is assumed, i.e. the production and
!
loss rates of each type of particle are equal.
It can be shown that these simplifications are realistic for our
case.
When the rate equations of the particle balance in the discharge
are solved, we arrive at the following equation 2G :
V

1

* • 1 / n o T e K a ion v p > +

<

°in v p > ! K a ion

V
P

>

<1>
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Pig. 1 2 - The ratio of the emission current I e and the fraction n,
collected on the plasma electrode, of the total positive
ion current I + flowing toward the wall, versus the reciprocal pressure p~

at four arc voltages v.. Curve (1) corres-

ponds to an arc voltage of 73 V, curve (2) to 108 V, curve
(3) to 128 V and curve <4( to 144 V. The theory predicts
a linear dependence, where the slope of the lines only depends on the confinement time T

of the primary electrons.

- 115 Here i g is the electron current emitted from the filaments, I + is
the total positive ion current collected on filaments, source wall
and plasma electrode together, n Q is the density of the neutral
atoms, T ^ is the confinement time of the primary electrons,
< o i o n v > is the ionization rate of the primary electrons, i.e. the
electrons which are emitted from the cathode, <cr^_ v > is the inelastic collision rate of the primary electrons 26 ' 28 ' 31 . These rates
are defined according to.

V
v

p>=

=

l fP °ionvdv '
* )
/ f p °in

vdv

'

where f_(v) is the scalar velocity distribution of the super.thermal
electrons and v((jiu) is the velocity corresponding to the cathode
sheath voltage <|> , from where electrons can be degraded in energy
to thermal energies by one single inelastic collision. The cross
sections o<n(v) and o*onlv) are constant in the energy interval of
70 to 130 eV (on1« 10~ 1 6 c m 2 ) .
From equation (1) it can be seen that the ratio I e /I + only depends on cross sections, when the density n Q is extrapolated to infinity. Furthermore the slope of the line which gives the dependence
of the ratio I e /I + on n~

gives directly the confinement time of the

electrons.
Because the pressure in the source depends linearly on the density of neutral particles, it can be seen from figure 12 that the
theoretically predicted linear dependence of the ratio I e /I + on the
reciprocal of the density n~
« 1.5x10

is found for pressure lower than

torr. The deviation from a linear behaviour at higher

- 116 pressures is ascribed to the less efficient confinement of the ions
by the magnetic cusp fields due to the increased importance of the
diffusion process at higher densities.
In table I the confinement time x e of the primary electrons and
the mean path length A the electrons travel before they are collected on the anode are shown for some values of the arc voltage V^.
The values are derived from the measurements shown in figure 12.
In the calculations we assumed an electron temperature T e of « 3 eV
and an ion temperature T^ of «0.1 eV.

Table_I. The confinement time x e of the primary electrons
and the mean path length X the electrons travel before
they hit the anode, for some values of the discharge voltage Vfl.

d
[V]

e

A

[ns]

[cm]

73

1736

894

108

1586

952

118

1006

648

128

625

419

144

586

413

v

T

It can be seen from table I that the mean path length A, that is
the product of confinement time and thermal velocity, is very large
with respect to the source dimensions. Therefore it can be concluded that they reflect at least 10 to 20 times at the magnetic walls
of the bucket. In this way primary electrons are able to ionize more

- 117 hydrogen atoms than in the case no magnetic fields are applied to
the source. Thus the magnetic cusp field configuration greatly enhances the efficiency of the bucket source.
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Chapter V
Production of a dense low energy positive hydrogen ion beam

Abstract
We present measurements and computer simulations concerning the
generation of a dense, quasi dc (10 s) positive hydrogen ion beam
of energies between 1 keV and 5 keV. Maximum current densities
ranging from 200 mA/cm' to 2 30 mA/cm' have been transported through
a three electrode extraction-deceleration system with divergences
between 9.5" and 3.5'. The measurements are compared to trajectory
calculations, carried out with a modified version of the SLAC code.
The highest transmission for a low energy beam with a small divergence, is obtained when the calculated beam trajectories exhibit a
cross-over in the region between the extraction and the decel electrode. This cross-over can be achieved when the extraction slit has
a shaping angle (45°) smaller than the Pierce angle (67.5').
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1. Introduction
The results presented below are related to the primary positive
ion beam of DENISE (DEnse Negative Ion-beam Surface Experiment). The
goal of this experiment1 is the production of an intense beam of negative hydrogen ions by a conversion process occurring when a positive hydrogen ion beam is specularly reflected from a surface with
low work function. It has been shown2 that for this method angles
of incidence above 80° from normal are required at primary beam
energies of the order of 1 keV. In order to achieve beam densities
which are of interest to neutral injection schemes used in fusion,
j»250 mA/cms, the primary beam is extracted from a bucket source3
at about 20 keV and subsequently decelerated to energies between
5 keV and 1 keV.
Besides for the production of negative ion beams through surface
conversion, high current density, low energy positive hydrogen ion
beams can also be applied in the double capture method1*. Furthermore
they are of interest to maintain barriers in the end plugs of mirror
fusion machines 5 ' 6 ' 7 .

2. Fundamental considerations
2.1.

Need for deceleration

The DENISE system is designed to generate a positive hydrogen
ion beam with a current density of about 250 mA/cm2 and a pulse
length up to 10 s. These high beam current densities can only be
generated by acceleration of space charge limited currents with high
extraction fields from a high density plasma. Field emission limits
this field to field strengths below 100 kV/cm. Further, the extraction gap cannot be made smaller than 1 mm for mechanical reasons.

- 123 The thickness of the first (plasma) electrode of the accel-decel
system is chosen 1.5 mm to provide sufficient cooling. For an effective gap of 2.5 mm Child-Langmuir predicts that an extraction voltage of about 9 kV is necessary to produce the required current density of 250 mA/cm2

8

. Consequently for the generation of a dense

low energy beam of the order of 1 keV the beam needs to be decelerated after extraction. In DENISE an effective gap of 4 mm is chosen.
Therefore an extraction voltage of around 20 kV is necessary to extract the required current.

2.2. Transport of space charge limited current
Because of the ion space charge a potential drop AV occurs across
the beam, which is largest in the slit (width a) of the decel electrode. Reflection of the beam (virtual anode) will occur if eAV becomes equal to the beam energy eV. Assume a homogeneous current density of the proton beam and neglect the influence of space charge
gradients in the direction of the beam, then the potential difference between the center of the beam and the decel electrode can be

(

t!
calculated. The demand V > A V gives an estimate for the maximum slit
width a m tolerable for the transport of a beam of current density j
and energy eV:
128 e z 2 , j

From this equation, for an estimated current density of about
300 mA/cms at an energy of 1 keV, a value of a m » 3 . 2 mm is obtained.
Since the slit width must be smaller than a^, a slit width of 2 mm
has been chosen for the DENISE system.

j
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Fig. I - Qualitative behaviour of beam trajectories in a strong
accel-decel configuration.
The extraction and decel electrode each separate regions of
different electric fields, resulting in a negative extraction lens and a positive decel lens. The second cross-over,
occurring in the drift space in some cases of strong deceleration, is not shown. Ve}f represents the extraction voltage and V r e s is the voltage of the decel electrode, giving
the residual beam energy.

- 125 2.3. Schematic of a strong accel-decel system
In order to get an impression how the ion trajectories in a
streng accel-decel system look like we use the paraxial ray approximation to obtain qualitative pictures as given in figure 1. Both the
accel and the decel electrode separate regions with different fields.
The extraction electrode represents a negative (defocusing) lens,
whereas the decel electrode gives rise to a positive (focusing) lens
effect. In case of a dense beam the space charge will enhance the
negative and reduce the positive lens effect.
Figure 1a shows a typical example of an extraction and decelerating structure9. The shaping angle a has the Pierce value of
67.5°

10

» 1 1 . The structure may result in a (quasi-)parallel beam,

but a substantial beam fraction is lost on the decel electrode.
Losses can not be avoided by increasing the slit width of the decel
electrode because this width is limited to a value smaller than a m .
However, they can be avoided by providing a more concave plasma
boundary. This can be done by reducing the shaping angle a.
In figure 1b the plasma sheath has such a small radius of curvature that the extracted beam has a cross-over in the vicinity of the
accel slit and diverges in the region of the decel gap. The positive
decel lens can provide a quasi parallel beam again. Thus an acceldecel system with a shaping angle smaller than the Pierce angle
could provide a low divergence beam without catastrophic bombardment
of the decel electrode.

3. Trajectory calculations
The experiment is accompanied by trajectory calculations carried
out with a modified version of the SLAC code, developed by Herrmannsfeldt1a »13. In these calculations the plasma sheath profile is
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2 - Calculated transmitted current density J T , beam transmission
T and HWHH divergence e as a function of shaping angle a.
The points are calculated for three values of residual energy. The extraction voltage Vfix = 19 kV, the extraction gap
d e x = 2.5 mm, the decel gap d d e c = 2.8 mm, the slit width
a = 2 mm and the electrode thickness (4 mm) are kept constant.

- 127 approximated with a circular cross section through the two slit
edges. The radius of the circle is found by a trial and error procedure. The criterion in this procedure is that the emitted current
density must be uniform over the plasma surface1".
Because in DENISE the estimated mean background ionization time
is very short compared to the beam pulse length (10 s ) , the beam is
expected to be space charge compensated in the drift space. To simulate a field free drift space in the iteration scheme the space
charge potential is set equal to zero in the region to the right of
the V res
„ _ potential line. Consequently from that line onwards the
particle trajectories become straight lines.
To test the hypothesis developed in section 2.3, trajectory calculations ha\e been performed with the shaping angle a as parameter.
In figure 2 the calculated values of the transmitted current density
JT, the beam transmission T and the HWHM divergence 6 are given.
For the calculation of the current densities we have assumed a species ratio of H + : H* : Hj = 60 : 20 : 20

15

. Figure 2 indicates that the

qualitatively expected curves are confirmed by the trajectory calculations. A shaping angle of 45° is chosen because at that angle the
divergence required for optimum charge transfer at surfaces placed
parallel to the beam, is expected.
In figure 3 we give two typical examples of trajectories for a
shaping angle of 45°. We see that there occurs a first cross-over
in the vicinity of the accel electrode causing a divergent beam in
the region of the decel gap. This results in a beam loss of about
20% (fig. 2b) on the decel electrode. The transmitted current density in this configuration is about 230 mA/cm2 (fig. 2a).
From figure 3b we also see that a second cross-over may occur in
the drift space. When the shaping angle a is varied from low to high
values, the average angle of the trajectories with the beam axis may
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Fig. 3 - Trajectory calculations for two residual energies.
Starting from the same fixed parameters as in fig. 2, the
calculated ion trajectories are shown for a shaping angle
of 45°. Space charge compensation is simulated in the drift
space. It can be seen that in both cases a dense low energy
beam of acceptable divergence can be generated with a reasonable transmission.
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change sign twice. Therefore the dependence of the final beam divergence on the shaping angle results in W shaped curves as presented
in figure 2c.

4. Experimental
4.1. Arrangement
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in figure 4. The
positive hydrogen ion beam is extracted from a single slit bucket
source. The discharge current is varied between 70 A and 130 A, the
pressure is about 1.33

10

Pa. The pulse length of the beam is

10 s. The arc is normally run with a plasma electrode potential negative with respect to the filaments. The shaping angle of the slit in
the plasma electrode was taken as 45°. The source and the three electrode extraction system are made of OHF copper and are water cooled.
The width of the extraction gap is 2.5 mm, that of the decel gap
about 2.8 mm . The slit width is 2 mm.
Beam extraction is achieved by applying negative potentials between -15 kV and -19 kv to the extraction (accel) electrode. The
decel electrode is kept on ground potential. The final beam energy
is defined by the positive potentials between +5 kV and +1 kV
applied to the source resulting in a constant extraction field of
typically 80 kV/cm.
The beam is stopped by a collector consisting of 7 water cooled
copper Faraday cups. A small magnetic field perpendicular to the
slits can be used to prevent secondary electrons from leaving the
collector.
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Fig.

4 - Experimental arrangement.
The positive hydrogen ion beam is extracted from a single
slit bucket source and subsequently decelerated down to
values between 5 keV and 1 keV. The slotted collector permits measurements of the current profiles perpendicular to
the slit. The current measurements are calibrated with calorimetric measurements using thermocouples. The magnetic
field may be used for secondary electron suppression or
rough mass separation. The pulse length is 10 s.
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Fig. 5 - Divergence as a function of extraction voltage for several
beams of different extracted density»
The residual energy V f e s is 2 keV. The values in brackets
indicate the maximum transmitted current density emerging
from the decel electrode at optimum extraction voltage
"ex-

- !32 4.2. Measurements
A maximum current of 230 mA/cm* average density is transmitted
at an extraction voltage around 19 kV. Under this condition the
transmission of the system is 85%. The decrease of the transmitted
current with residual energy is not significant above residual energies of 2 keV. For energies below 1 keV, however, the behaviour deviates substantially and the maximum transmitted current decreases.
In figure 5 the divergence as a function of extraction voitag»1
is shown. We have measured the divergence for several beams of lower
current density at one residual energy. When the parameters of the
plasma in the source are kept constant, the shape of the plasma
boundary becomes more concave with increasing extraction voltage.
Together with the change in lens effect due to the increase of the
extraction voltage, this results in curves that exhibit a kind of
W shape. Measurements (not shown) indicate that the optimum transmission is not obtained at minimum divergence as is the case in weak
accel-decel systems9.

5. Discussion
Qualitatively the experimentally observed W shaped dependence of
the divergence on the extraction voltage in the case of a strong
accel-decel structure can be explained by a simple two lens model.
The dependence of the calculated divergence on the shaping angle a
also shows a W shape. Although the dependences e(a) and 8(v_) are
ex
physically different, they are related to the same phenomenon of the
occurrence of cross-overs in the lens system.
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Chapter VI
The formation of an H" beam by surface conversion of a
positive hydrogen ion beam at cesiated tungsten (110) surfaces

Abstract
We present measurements of the generation of H

beams via conver-

sion of a positive hydrogen ion beam on low work function surfaces
placed parallel to the beam axis. The positive hydrogen ions are directed on cesiated tungsten (110) surfaces by the increase of beam
divergence when the dense beam is decelerated. A maximum H~ current
density of » 3 mA/cm' is measured when the positive hydrogen ions
impinge on the converter surfaces with a residual energy of * 1 keV.
The effective S

to H

conversion efficiency corresponding to this

H~ current density is «a 3%.
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1. Introduction
It has been proven that beams of energetic neutral hydrogen atoms
can heat plasmas in fusion devices to thermonuclear temperatures1»2.
The present generation of fusion experiments requires tens of megawatts of neutral deuterium beams with particle energies of about
120-160 keV3. In future fusion reactor schemes the required neutral
beam energy will be higher than 160 keV 3 »*.
At the moment all operational neutral injection systems are based
on positive ion beam systems5'6. In these systems a positive deuterium ion beam is extracted from a plasma source and is accelerated
to the required energy. Subsequently the positive ions are neutral s ct'.
For energies higher than «100 keV the neutralization efficiency
of positive deuterium ions in a neutralizer consisting of a gas cell
is below 50% and decreases rapidly with increasing energy7. Regarding negative ions the neutralization efficiency of a gas cell is
approximately constant at a level of « 6 0 % for energies higher than
100 keV. Therefore it would be favourable to use negative ions as a
basis for higher energy neutral beam systems, provided sources are
available to produce H~ beams of the required current density.
At present the most evolved method to produce negative hydrogen
and deuterium beams is the so-called surface plasma source 8 ' 9 » 1 °.
One of the major disadvantages of this type of H~ source is that
the parameters of the discharge and those of the H~ production mechanism are coupled.
We designed an apparatus in which these parameters are decoupled 11 . It consists of a plasma source from which a positive hydrogen ion beam is extracted. The beam subsequently interacts with con. verter surfaces placed outside the source. E~ ions are created

- 137 during the reflection of positive ions from the converter surfaces.
At birth the H~ ions have a velocity, that corresponds to the residual energy of the positive ions before the reflection process. Because of this initial velocity the H~ ions move from the interaction
region towards the entrance slit of the H~ accel lens. This is called
self-extraction. The lens that accelerates the H~ ions repels the
H

ions which did not interact with the converters.
Because of the superb reflection properties12 the converter sur-

faces consist of tungsten monocrystals. Moreover the conversion
efficiency has been accurately determined12 and has been proven to
be superior to that of polycrystalline tungsten13.
In section 2 this apparatus DENISE (DEnse Negative Ion beam Surface Experiment) is described. Section 3 provides a proof that the
collectors used in the experiment are suited to measure the current
in the H~ beam, without being perturbed by electron currents. In
section 4 are presented the measured H~ currents. The results are
discussed in section 5. Finally, in section 6 conclusions are drawn
from the measurements presented in this paper.

2, Experimental setup
In figure 1 a schematic diagram of the experiment DENISE is
shown. Prom a bucket ion source11* a dense positive hydrogen ion beam
(t«5 s) is extracted by means of a three electrode accelerationdeceleration system15. The electrodes have slits with the dimensions
100x 2 mm 3 . The height of the slit in the first (plasma) electrode
is 80 mm. The oblique sides of the slit in the plasma electrode have
a shaping angle of 45°

ls

. Figure 2 shows a cross section through

the DENISE electrode system, drawn to scale. During a shot the pres-
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Fig. 1 - A diagram of the setup of the intense negative ion
experiment DENISE. Power supplies are shown schematically.
The dimensions of the slits in the electrodes is 2» 100 mm',
the width of the slits in the electrodes behind the converter surfaces is 3 mm. The oblique part of the slit in the
first (plasma) electrode is 45°. The converter surfaces are
made of monocrystalline (110) tungsten. The surfaces are
mounted in a translatable frame, parallel to the beam. The
distance between the surfaces is 3 mm. The surfaces are
cesiated in a separate UHV chamber by means of cesium dispensers.
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2 - A cross section through the DENISE electrode system. The
cesiated tungsten (110) monocrystals are indicated by the
shaded area. The angle of the oblique side of the slit in
the first electrode, the so-called plasma electrode, is 45".
The height of the slits is 10 cm, «ith exception of the
slit in the plasma electrode, which is 8 cm.

- 140 sure in the ion source is « 1 0
vessel is «a10~

torr, the pressure in the vacuum

torr. The applied extraction voltage is typically

18 kV. By means of the arc current and the hydrogen pressure the
density of the source plasma is adjusted to provide a matched positive ion beam, i.e. a beam that shows maximum transmission through
the accel-decel lens system15. The extraction electrode is protected
against break down damage by a fast switch, based on a triode regulator tube. The positive beam is decelerated to energies between 1 and
5 keV.
The current extracted from the source plasma is derived from the
current delivered by the power supply that provides the voltage of
the source chamber. Typically the extracted current is ra230 mA,
corresponding to a current density of «144 mA/cm* in the extraction
slit.
The beam consists of the three ion species H + , H ! and Hj. Measurements done in a similar source16 indicated an ion species ratio
of the extracted beam as H

: H 2 : H^ = 60 : 20 : 20.

Due to the strong deceleration of the beam and because of space
charge effects, the beam blows up in the region behind the acceldecel electrode system. Then the divergent beam («10°; see section
5.4) bombards the monocrystalline (110) tungsten converter surfaces,
which are positioned aside of and parallel to the beam. The monocrystals, with dimensions 100 x 10 x 2 mm9 are mounted 3 mm apart and
about 5 mm behind the last electrode of the accel-decel system.
In situ coverage of the converter surfaces with cesium did cause
severe problems. Cesium reaching the electrodes enhances the secondary emission of electrons from these electrodes. The electrons
initiate high voltage breakdowns in the extraction and deceleration
gap. To prevent cesium contamination the converter surfaces are

- 141 pulled up, out of the beam line, into a separate UHV chamber,
where they are cesiated by means of cesium dispensers". A HeNe
laser with a wavelength of 632.8 ran, corresponding with a photon
energy of 1.96 eV is used to monitor photoelectrically the work
function of the converter surfaces.
When cesiated the converter surfaces have a workfunction of less
than 2 eV (<(>* =1.45 eV) 18 . Hydrogen ions incident on monocrystalline tungsten (110) surfaces under grazing angles of incidence
(»10°) and with energies between 100 eV and 2 keV have a probability higher than 10% to be converted to negative hydrogen ions 1 2 .
The positive ions which reflect specularly from the converter surfaces as negative ions, are subsequently accelerated. The dimensions
—
2
—
of the slits in the H

accel lens are 100 x 3 mm . The H

accel lens

is mounted 3 mm behind the surfaces (see Fig. 2 ) . The voltage
applied to the H~ accel lens is always chosen higher than the voltage corresponding to the residual energy of the positive ions to
prevent these ions from reaching the collector. Typically an H
accelerating

voltage of 7 kV is used.

A collector is used to measure the H~ current. This large area
2
(11 x 7 cm ) collector has an open structure and consists of 7 water
cooled cups (11 xl cm ) , which are made of oxygen free copper. To
prevent electrons from reaching the collector a magnetic field perpendicular to the slits in the electrodes is generated by means of
an electro-magnet. The collector is positioned directly behind
( M 3 cm) the yoke of the electromagnet.
Besides, the H~ ion beam is monitored with a shielded Faraday
cup, operated at a (positive) high voltage to prevent positive ions
from entering the cup. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the shielded
Faraday cup, which is mounted M 1 1 cm behind the last electrode of
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Fig. 3 - The shielded Faraday cup, which is mounted in between the
pole pieces of the yoke of an electromagnet. At a distance
of 3 cm in front of the (3 cm thick) pole pieces a soft
iron diaphragm is mounted to prevent the magnetic field
from entering the electrode system. In normal operation
electrons can not enter the cup because of the magnetic
field

4.4x 10~

T ) . Therefore the H~ ion current can

be measured directly by means óf this shielded Faraday cup.
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accel lens. It consists of a collector mounted in a house.

Directly in front of the collector a high transmission (80%) grid is
mounted. The house is separated into two chambers, divided by a diaphragm (dimensions 16 * 16 mm ) . The first one is mounted in between
the pole pieces of the electromagnet. The magnetic field (B m = „«
—2

4.4x10

—

T) separates the H~ ions from electrons. The dimensions

of the housing of the Faraday cup are chosen such that electrons can
not enter the second chamber. Particles are prevented from hitting
the front of the housing of the Faraday cup by a copper diaphragm
positioned just in front of it. The dimensions of the opening in the
copper diaphragm and the Faraday cup are 5 x10 mm . Between the electromagnet and the electrode system a soft iron diaphragm (with a
copper insert that reduces the opening to 5 * 10 mm ) is mounted to
prevent stray magnetic fields from entering the interaction region
where the converters are placed.

3. The collectors
When H~ ions are extracted, electrons which are present in the
same area are also accelerated. In order to measure the negative ion
current, it therefore is necessary to suppress the electron contribution. In this section we will show that we succeeded in eliminating
the electron current by applying a magnetic field. The proof is obtained with the small shielded Faraday cup. Hence we conclude that
the H~ current measurements with the large area collector are also
correct. The proof is carried out under conditions that no H

ions

are produced, but electrons are still copiously present. The converter surfaces are positioned in the beam line, but they are not covered with cesium. Because of the high work function of a clean

VgndfV]

Fig. 4 - The currents measured on various parts of the shielded
Faraday cup as a function of the voltage of the grid in
front of the collector (see figure 3). The lines in this
figure are drawn to guide the eye. The magnetic field is
ra 4.4 x 10

T, corresponding to a magnetic current of 3 A.

A

: current measured on the housing,

n

s current measured on the grid,

O

s current measured on the collector,

A

: total current measured on the shielded Faraday cup.
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monocrystalline (110) tungsten surface {<(> = 5.25 eV 1 8 ) negative ion
formation is not possible12. Due to the bombardment of the converter
surface by positive hydrogen ions large amounts of secondary electrons are emitted. Consequently the beam arriving at the Faraday cup
would consist of positive hydrogen ions, neutral atoms and electrons.
The positive ions are decelerated to a residual energy of 1 keV before entering the H~ accel lens and are prevented from entering the
collector region by the retarding potential (4 kV) applied to the
H~ accel lens and Faraday cup. The same voltage accelerates electrons
to 4 keV. These electrons are deflected by the stray magnetic field
in front of the shielded Faraday cup, because in this field
("1.5

x

10"

T) the Larmor radius of 4 keV electrons («1.4 cm) is

smaller than the distance of the soft iron diaphragm to the cup
(3 cm). Therefore only neutrals are able to reach the collector and
as a consequence the total current on the shielded Faraday cup has
to be zero.
The experimental verification that the current to the Faraday cup
is zero is not yet considered a proof that no electrons reach the
cup. A zero total current only means that the sum of positive and
negative current is zero. Therefore a variable voltage is applied to
a grid mounted in the Faraday cup. This internal voltage should
change the ratio of positive and negative currents. Then a net
current results. Figure 4 shows the currents measured on various
parts of the shielded Faraday cup, i.e. the collector, the grid and
the collector house. The total current, obtained by adding up the
measured currents, is also plotted in figure 4. It follows that the
total current is independent of grid voltage and is very small
(£ 2 pA|. The variation of the measured currents with the grid voltage apparently is caused by the secondary emission of electrons
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-100-

Fig. 5 - The currents measured on various parts of the shielded Faraday cup as a function of the magnet current. The magnetic
field between the pole pieces of the yoke is approximately
linear with the magnet current in the interval shown. A
magnet current of 2 A corresponds to a field of
» 4.0 * 10" 2 T.
A

: current measured on the housing,

•

: current measured on the grid,

O

! current measured on the collector,

£

: total current measured on the shielded Faraday cup.

- 147 under influence of bombardment with neutrals. Therefore the current
on the housing is equal to the current originating from the other
parts of the Faraday cup, independent of the grid voltage. Because
this also holds for positive grid voltages, when no secondary electrons are expected to leave the Faraday cup, we conclude that no
electrons enter the cup.
Figure 5 shows the current on the three parts of the cup as a
function of the magnetic field at zero grid potential. It is seen
from this figure that the measured currents are small for absolute
magnet currents larger than 0.5 A. This current corresponds to a
maximum magnetic field in the gap of fa 1.5 *1O~

T. The small total
s

current proves that electrons are deflected in the stray magnetic

!

i

field in front of the Faraday cup. At small magnetic fields the
electrons are able to reach the Faraday cup. This results in an increase of the measured electron current, as is shown in figure 5.
The smaller (absolute) current measured on the housing of the cup
at zero magnetic field is explained by the secondary electron
emission due to bombardment of the front of the housing by hydrogen
neutrals. The secondary electrons can only leave the housing when
the magnetic field is not strong enough to prevent them from flowing
towards the copper diaphragm in front of the Faraday cup.
Based on the measurements 'discussed above, we decided to sum all
currents and thus use the shielded Faraday cup as an H~ current monitor. No potential is applied to the grid. The magnet current is
set to 3 A, resulting in a maximum magnetic field of ra4.4 * 10~

T.

These experiments with the shielded Faraday cup show that electrons are effectively deflected by the magnetic field. The largearea open-structured collector is positioned behind the yoke of the
electromagnet. Therefore the conclusion that the measurements of the
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Fig. 6 - The negative background signal detected with the shielded
Faraday cup (Fig. 6a) and the (positive) currents measured
on the two converter surfaces (Pig. 6b and 6c) as a function of time during a 5 s beam pulse. The converter surfaces are not cesiated.
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current with the shielded Faraday cup are not perturbed by elec-

trons, also holds for the measurements with this large-area collector.

H. Experimental results
In this section are presented the H

current measurements, both

with the shielded Faraday cup and with the large-area collector. To
derive the efficiency with which the H

ions are converted into H~

ions, it is necessary to know the fraction of the H

beam that in-

teracts with converter surfaces. Therefore we also present measurements of the converter currents, both with clean and cesiated converter surfaces.
In figure 6 are shown the background currents measured at the
shielded Faraday cup (Fig. 6a) and at the converter surfaces (Fig.
6b and 6c). The converter surfaces are not cesiated prior to the
5 s beam pulse. The positive ion beam is decelerated to a residual
energy of 1.8 keV before it enters the converter region and is subsequently repelled by a voltage of 4 kV applied to the H~ accel
lens. The short spikes in the collector signals are caused by breakdown sparks in the positive ion extraction system. To smooth the
converter signals an RC filter ( T R C » 1 0 0 ms) is used.
The asymmetry in the converter currents (Fig. 6b and 6c) is ascribed to a small misalignment of the converters with respect to the
electrode system. A slightly asymmetric positive ion current towards
the converters leads to largely asymmetric converter currents due
to the enhancement of the asymmetry by secondary emission of electrons from the converters.
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Fig. 7 - The H~ current detected with the shielded Faraday cup (Fig.
7a) and the (positive) currents flowing towards the two
converter surfaces (Fig. 7b and 7c) as a function of time
during a 5 s beam pulse. The monocrystalline (110) tungsten
converters have been oesiated prior to the beam pulse.
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The strongly decreasing negative signal during the first 0.5 s
as shown in figure 6a is found in all measurements and is related to
switching on the power supplies. As we discussed in the previous
section, we do measure a background current on the Faraday cup.
However, for all practical purposes this current is equal to zero
(for t >1 s ) .
In figure 7a is shown a typical H~ signal that is measured with
the shielded Faraday cup. If we disregard the first half second of
the signal, we see an increase in H~ current up to a maximum at
t»1.5 s. Afterwards the current decays and settles down at a constant value for t > 3 s. Also shown are the signals measured simultaneously on the two converters (Fig. 7b and 7c). These currents show
the same time dependence. Except for the cesium coverage of the converter surfaces the conditions are the same as those for the background measurement shown in figure 6. Prior to the beam pulse the
converters are cleaned by sputtering with the positive ion beam and
subsequently they are cesiated. The positive converter current is
composed of positive hydrogen ions flowing towards the converters
and negative ions and electrons (secondary emission) leaving the
converters. This positive current (Fig. 7b and 7c) is much larger
(roughly a factor of 2.5) than the current measured without cesium
present on the converter surfaces. Predominantly this increment is
due to the higher secondary emission with the lower work function
of the cesiated surface.
To determine the efficiency of the conversion process at the
converter surface the positive ion current needs to be estimated.
These measurements (not shown) are done both with the converters
withdrawn from the beam line and with the converters positioned in
the beam line. In the latter case measurements are done both with
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the converters biased at the potential of the surrounding electrodes
and with the converters biased at -50 V. Substraction of the currents
measured in this way shows that the positive ion current flowing towards the converters is around 100 mA. The total positive ion current extracted from the source plasma is 230 mA. Therefore a fraction
of «45% of the extracted positive ion beam is collected on the converters. This is in agreement with the results of trajectory calculations (see section 5.4) which show that a fraction of « 4 5 % of the
positive ions extracted from the source plasma impinges on the converters. It follows from the figures 6b and 6c that the total current
on the converters is «a 240 mA. The positive ion current is 100 mA.
The remainder of the converter current, i.e. 140 mA, is due to
secondary electron emission. The magnitude of the secondary electron
current agrees with the secondary electron emission coefficient of
tungsten19.
Measurements with the same beam conditions are done for a range
of residual energies, with both hydrogen and deuterium. These measurements are presented in the figures 8 and 9 as a function of the
voltage V

corresponding to the residual energy of the positive

ions when they impinge on the converter surfaces. Shown are the
maximum H~ currents, corresponding with the peak at t«1.5 s in figure 7a. H~ accel voltages of 4 kV and 7 kV are used. From the measured values the small (2 uA) negative background current (figure 4
and 6) is substracted. Each point in the figures represents one measurement. Each measurement is preceeded by cleaning of the converter
surfaces by sputtering with the positive ion beam and subsequent
coverage with cesium. This is necessary because with a second shot
the H~ current is smaller (« 20 pA). Moreover the H~ signal is nearly constant in time. It indicates that cesium coverage of the converter surfaces is reduced below half a monolayer during the first shot.
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Fig. 8 - The H~ current detected with the shielded Faraday cup as a
function of the voltage corresponding to the residual energy of the positive hydrogen ions when they reach the converters. The circles (Q> denote measurements with an H~
accel voltage of 7 kV and the squares ( Q ) denote measurements with an H~ accel voltage of 4 kV.
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- 155 figure 10 shows the maximum negative ion current which is measured as a function of the residual energy with the open-structured
2
collector, consisting of 7 parallel cups (70 x n o mm ) . The time dependence of the H~ signals is similar to that measured with the
shielded Faraday cup. The dependence on the residual voltage V
is different from that shown in the figures 8 and 9 for reasons to
be discussed later. The parameters of the positive hydrogen ion beam
are the same as in the measurements with the shielded Faraday cup
(figure 7, 8 and 9 ) . Before each shot the cesium coverage of the
converter surfaces is refreshed. The maximum H~ current of 7 mA
corresponds to a current density in the exit slit of the electrode
system of «2.9 mA/cm2 (the height of the beam is (a 8 cm, the slit
width is 0.3 cm). The total conversion efficiency, defined as the
ratio of the produced H~ current and the extracted positive ion
current, is 3%. For the calculation of this number the ion species
effect is not taken into account.

5. Discussion
5.1. The time dependence of the H~ current pulse
To understand the time dependence of the detected H

current sig-

nal the decrease of the cesium coverage has to be estimated. Thermal
desorption of cesium due to heating of the converters by the positive
ion beam is not important. Therefore we restrict ourselves to the
decrease of the cesium coverage due to sputtering by the positive
ion beam. The maximum cesium coverage of the monocrystalline tung14
—2
sten (110) converters is one monolayer («5.5 x10
cm ) at room
temperature16. From the theory of sputtering with light projectiles
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near the threshold energy Efch
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, the s p u t t e r c o e f f i c i e n t i s e s t i -

mated. In our case the appropriate expression for the t h r e s h o l d
energy Efch i s
E t h = E B / Y ( l -Y) .

(1)

In this equation the factor Y depends on the masses K^ en M 2 of the
projectile (hydrogen) and target atoms (cesium) according to

Y=4M1M2/(M1 +M 2 ) 2 .

(2)

Eg is the surface binding energy of the sputtered atom. In the calculation we used a value of 1.8 eV for the binding energy of cesium at
a W(110) surface 18 . Expressed in terms of the reduced energy
E' =E/E t j l , where E is the energy of the projectiles, the sputtering
yield y(0°) at normal incidence is given by

Y(0°) =6.4 xio" 3 M 2 Y 5 / 3 E ' 1 / 4 ( 1 - E ' ~ V / 2

(3)

To account for the grazing angles of incidence of the 1 keV projectiles the Sigmund reciprocal cosine approximation20 is used,
Y<6) =Y(0°) C O S " 1 3,

(4)

where & is the angle of incidence of the projectile with the surface
normal. This results in a sputter coefficient for projectiles impinging under an angle of 80° with the surface normal, which is roughly
a factor of 6 higher than that for normal incident projectiles.
When we apply this theory to our case we have to take into
account the ion species of which the 1 keV positive ion beam is composed. Because the molecular ions dissociate in front of the converter surface 2l , the positive ion beam is equivalent with an H + beam
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Fig. 11 - The calculated amount of cesium on the surface of the converters as a function of the time the positive ion beam
(J«144 mA/cm1, E r e s * 1 keV) is allowed to sputter. From
data measured by Van Wunnik et al. 1 2 the H

to H~ conver-

sion efficiency is calculated as a function of the sputter
time.

- 159 with a factor of 1.6 higher current. Due to the species effect a
fraction of 37.5% of the ions in this beam have an energy of 1 keV,
25% of the H

ions have an energy of 500 eV and 37.5% have an energy

of 333 eV. Taking into account all these effects we arrive at a
sputter coefficient of 1O~ 2 .
As discussed in section 4 the positive ion current flowing towards
the converters is 100 mA. This corresponds to a factor of 1.6 larger
equivalent H

current of 160 mA. At this primary current the cesium

flux sputtered (sputter coefficient 10 ) from the converter surfaces
14
—2 —1
is 5 x10
cm s . Thus a monolayer of cesium would be sputtered
from the surface in « 1 s. Because a large part of the cesium sputtered from one surface can be adsorbed on the other surface (sticking probability « 1

2 Z

),

the effective time necessary to sputter

away one monolayer cesium from the converters is longer.
If we assume that the sputtered cesium atoms leave the converter
surface with a cosine distribution, then a geometrical calculation
shows that 25% of the cesium atoms sputtered from the surface leave
the region enclosed by the converters and 75% is adsorbed on the
other surface. Thus the effective sputtering time is lengthened,
resulting in a longer lifetime of a monolayer of cesium.
Figure 11 shows the calculated amount of cesium, expressed in
fractions of a monolayer, that is present on the tungsten surfaces
as a function of time. The data measured by Van Wunnik et al. 1 2
for the case of 400 eV H

ions incident under 82° on a tungsten (110)

surface as a function of cesium coverage are used to calculate the
conversion efficiency as a function of time during a beam pulse.
We used the 400 eV data because of published data, this energy is
closest to the effective average energy of the positive ions incident on the converters. Because the molecular ions dissociate in

- 160 front of the converter surface 21 , the average incident energy of the
H + ions is «a 625 eV for the case of a 1 keV positive hydrogen ion
beam. Comparison of the H

currents in the figures 7a and 11 indi-

cates that the peak in the H~ signal at t ra 1.5 s in figure 7a is explained by the sputtering of the cesium layer. The increase of the
H

current for 0.5 <t <1.5 s is related to the decrease of the work

function of the W(llO) surface from 2.15 eV (1 monolayer Cs) to
1.45 eV (0.5 monolayer Cs) when the cesium coverage is lowered. At
1.45 eV the maximum conversion efficiency is reached. For t >1.5 s
the H~ signal decreases with the increase in work function when the
cesium coverage is further reduced. The flat part (Fig. 7a) which
is reached after approximately two seconds is tentatively explained
in the following way: It is known that cesium migrates very fast
over a tungsten surface. Thus there might be a supply of cesium
from the sides of the surfaces, resulting in a constant low level
cesium coverage of the surfaces. I.J is shown below, the constant H
current signal is not related to vapour conversion of the positive
ions.

5.2. Production of H

ions in a cesium vapour

When cesium is sputtered from the surface of the converters a
cesium vapour is generated in the volume between the converters.

.

Production of H~ ions by collisions of positive hydrogen ions with

j

the cesium vapour is possible. Data given by Bohdansky

20

suggest

an average energy of the cesium atoms leaving the converter surfaces of « 1 eV. This corresponds with a velocity of «1200 m/s. Because the converters are placed on both sides of the volume where
interaction with the cesium vapour is expected, the inward cesium

'

- 161 flux is two times the flux leaving a surface, i.e. <)>Cs =
15
—2 —1
1 x 10
cm s . This leads to a cesium density in the volume be12
—3
tween the surfaces of fa 10
cm
The processes that are of interest are successive electron capture (reaction 1 and 2) and direct double electron capture (reaction
a ) J 3 . They are listed in table I.

Table_I. Production processes of H~ ions via double electron capture by an H + ion in a cesium vapour. The corresponding cross sections for incident energies around 1 keVJ 3
are listed in the second column.
Cross section
Reaction
cm*

*H°

+ Cs+

(1)

8 x 10-15

H° ih Cs -* H~ + Cs +

(2)

2x

(3)

5 x IQ" 17

H + •*

H

+

Cs

HK CS

* H~

+

Cs

2+

10-"

In our case the length of the path in the target vapour is equal
to the dimension of the converters in the direction of the beam,
i.e. 1 cm. From the cross sections and the estimated cesium vapour
density it can be concluded that only « 1 % of the H

ions is neutra-

lized and that the H~ fraction remains negligibly small. Our conclusion agrees with earlier experimental results of Schlachter2 3 .
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H~ ions might be destroyed while they move from the converters
to the collector. Destruction processes considered here are collisions of H~ ions, with hydrogen gas (H 2 ), with positive hydrogen
ions (H + ), with electrons and with hydrogen atoms. The reactions
involved are listed in table II, together with the cross sections
for H~ loss.

Table_II. The reactions leading to the loss of H~ ions
while they move from the converters to the collector. In
the second column the cross sections are given for energies around 1 keV (a) or 10 eV (b), depending on the expected velocity difference between the H~ ion and the
target particles.

Cross section

Reaction
H"
H~

+

H

2 '

+

H

2

• H° + H 2

•

H~ + H+ - H

-

H~ + e

° 'H 2

- H° + 2e

H" + H° H• 2H° + e

cm3
+

e

11)

7 x16"16

la)

2e

(2)

2

(a)

(3)

1 x10"

12

(b)

(4)

4 x10"15

(a)

(5)

15

1 x10-

(a,b)

The values of the cross sections, taken from Tawara et al. 2 *,
Bacal 25 and Massey 26 , are given for energies around 1 keV or around
10 eV, depending on the velocity difference between the H~ ion and
the target particles.
For the calculation of the destruction rate r., defined as
r

i = <AnH-/nH-)i» where n H _ is the density of H~ ions (the index i

- 163 refers to the number of the reaction in table II), we used a path
length of 13 cm being the approximate distance from the converters
to the collector. The positively charged ions have a path length
of w 7 nun because they are repelled by the positive voltage applied
to the H~ accel lens.
Prom the different magnitudes of the cross sections and from estimates of the particle densities it follows that only the reactions
(1), (3) and (5) contribute to the loss of H~ ions. During a beam
pulse the (H,) pressure in the vacuum vessel is « 1 0

torr. The

pressure in the volume between the converters is estimated to be a
factor of 4 higher. The first 7 mm of their path the destruction
rate r. is calculated with the higher H 2 density, the rest (12.3 cm)
of their path the H
sure of 10
the H

ions travel through hydrogen gas with a pres-

torr. In this way we arrive at a destruction rate r1 of

ions due to collisions with the hydrogen background gas of

r 1 w 3 x 10

. In this estimate the state of hydrogen is of little

influence because the cross sections for collisions with molecular
(reaction 1) and atomic (reaction 2) hydrogen are essentially the
same.
For the case of collisions of the H~ ions with positive hydrogen
ions we assume that the primary beam only contains H

ions. The H~

ions interact with that part of the primary beam that does not bombard the converters, i.e. the center of the beam. When we assume
_2
that .at a primary ion current density of 144 mA/cm
around 55% of
the H

beam does not hit the converters (Sect. 5.4), then we arrive
+
10
— "ï
—

at an H

density of « 1 * 10

tion rate is r 3 K< 7 * 10

cm

. At this density the H

destruc-

.

Summarizing we see that only a negligibly small fraction of
around 1% of the H

ions formed on the converter surface is not

-
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500 mA H +
2kV

27 mA H"
-16kV

0V

OV

OV

Z (mm)

Fig. 1 2 - An example of trajectory calculations with the CHEOPS code.
All parameters are the same as in the measurements. In the
region 1 2 . 5 < Z < 3 2 mm beam space charge compensation is simulated by setting the potential to V

- 165 detected by the collector. The main loss processes for the H~ ions
are the interaction with positive hydrogen ions and with background
hydrogen molecules.

5.4. Trajectory calculations
The computer code CHEOPS 2 '» 28 is used to calculate the trajectories of the H + and H~ ions in the DENISE electrode system. Figure 12
shows the trajectories of the ions in the electrode system. For the
calculations we used the same parameters as in the experiment. The
residual energy of the positive ions before they interact with the
converters is chosen 2 keV. Ion space charge compensation by the
large amounts of secondary electrons in the converter region of the
electrode system is simulated by setting the space charge potential
equal to zero in the region 12.5<Z<32 mm. Therefore in this region
the voltage, which corresponds to the residual energy of the positive ions, is equal to V

= 2 kV. To provide extraction of a match-

ed beam the shape of the plasma sheath is adjusted so that the extracted current is uniformly distributed over the plasma sheath 15 .
The extracted current density is corrected for the species ratio of
the beam given in section 2. When the ions collide with the Cs/W(110)
converters, the current is modified according to the negative ionization efficiencies measured by Van Wunnik et al. 1 2 . Also the ions
are reflected specularly with respect to the converter surface and
the sign of the charge is changed28 .
In figure 13 is plotted the calculated H~ production as a function of the voltage V___. Comparison of the figures 11 and 13 shows
that both in the experiment and in the calculations the maximum H~
current is found at a residual energy of around 1 keV. In figure 13
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Fig. 13- The calculated effective conversion efficiency as a function of the voltage V

, which corresponds to the residual

energy of the positive ions hitting the converter surface.
Also indicated is the average angle 8 of the trajectories
with the surface. Only those H* trajectories are taken into
account which collide with the converter surface.

- 167 also the average angle 9 of the trajectories with the converter surfaces is shown. Only those trajectories are taken into account that
collide with the converter surface. The average angle 0 is directly
related to the divergence of the positive ion beam in the converter
region.
It follows from the calculations that «45 + 5% of the extracted
positive ions impinge on the converter surfaces, independent of the
residual energy of the positive ions.
When the H~ current measured with the shielded cup is compared
with the signal on the large area collector, a different dependence
on the residual energy is seen. This difference is explained by the
optical properties of the converter/!}" accel system. Van Wunnik et
al. 1 2 measured a decreasing negative ionization efficiency for increasing residual energy. When we assume that the H

accel lens

transports an approximately constant fraction of the produced H~
ions, then the dependence of the H~ current measured with the large
area collector shows directly this dependence of the H

to H~ sur-

face conversion efficiency on the residual energy. The H~ currents
measured with the shielded Faraday cup, which has a small (5" 10 mm 9 )
opening (centered on the beam axis), are additionally effected by
the optics of the system. Because the H~ ions are produced off axis
with an angle of around 7° at 1 keV incident energy, they tend to
stay off axis. Thus a 'hollow' H~ beam is produced. This is indicated by the calculated H~ ion trajectories shown in figure 12.
When the residual energy of the positive hydrogen ions is increased from 500 eV to 2 keV, the angle of incidence with the converter surfaces decreasing according to figure 13. Therefore the
angle of reflection decreases with increasing residual energy. Thus
a more parallel H~ beam enters the H~ accel lens, and the cross-

- 168 over point of the H~ trajectories (see H~ accel gap in Fig. 12)
moves to the right. Accordingly a larger fraction of the H~ ion
beam is collected in the Faraday cup. In this way the reduction of
the H~ production efficiency at higher residual energies is partly
compensated by an increasing current density on the axis.

6. Conclusion
The results of the measurements with the experiment DENISE,

|

where a primary positive ion beam interacts with cesiated tungsten
(110) monocrystals, lead to the following conclusions.
- It has been proven that it is possible to produce an H

j
ion beam

via surface conversion of a positive ion beam. The measured total
H~ current density (ra 3 mA/cm2 in the exit slit of the electrode
system) is of the same order of magnitude of the H~ current density reached in other methods of H~ production'.
- Due to the positioning of the converters at both sides of the
beam axis a "hollow" H~ beam is produced.
- The cesium is sputtered from the surface of the converters by the
primary ion beam in typically 3 s (J„ + «144 mA/cm 1 , E_ « 1 keV).
n
f€S
Therefore cesium needs to be deposited on the converters in situ
during the beam pulse. This might pose severe problems because
it results in a cesium flow close to the high voltages electrodes.
- In the cesium vapour that is sputtered from the converters
approximately 1% of the incident positive ions are neutralized.
Because of the low cesium target thickness no H~ ions are formed.

|

- 169 Our approach of H~ production via interaction of a positive ion
beam with converter surfaces outside the source poses a lot of technological difficulties. Therefore more simple and straight forward
approaches, like volume production and surface plasma sources, with
which approximately the same H~ current density can be reached, are
recommended for application in neutral beam injection systems in
future fusion reactors.
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Summary
This thesis describes investigations on two types of ion sources,
which are in principle capable of producing beams of negative hydrogen ions at the ampere level. Formation of H~ ions occurs when positive hydrogen ions capture two electrons in a gas, in a plasma or at
metal surfaces. In this thesis only production of H~ ion beams at
metal surfaces is treated. The negative ionization probability of hydrogen at metal surfaces increases strongly with decreasing work
function of the surface. Because of a dipole effect the work function
of metal surfaces is lowered when the surface is covered by cesium.
Therefore the converters used in this study are covered with cesium.
Two positions for converters in sources are conceivable. There are
'surface plasma sources' in which the hydrogen source plasma interacts
with a converter. Subsequently negative ions are extracted from the
source. Cesium is added to the hydrogen discharge, resulting in a
cesium coverage of the converter. However, emphasis in this thesis is
on investigating a new concept that has converters outside the plasma.
In this approach a positive hydrogen ion beam is extracted from the
plasma and is subsequently reflected from a low work function converter surface. The design of the experiment was encouraged by the very
high negative ionization efficiencies of upto 40% measured in a dedicated experiment by Van Wunnik et al.. In these experiments a low
current (10

A) H + ion beam is reflected specularly, under grazing

angles of incidence (70° - 85°), from a cesiated monocrystalline (110)
surface. The (110) surface of the monocrystal is chosen because it
has the highest work function, resulting in the lowest work function
of the cesiated surface. The minimum work function of a cesiated
tungsten (110) surface is •^„"•''•45 eV at a cesium coverage of half
a monolayer. The requirement to obtain the maximum conversion effi-

- 174 ciency of 40% is a velocity component of the incident particles normal to the surface corresponding to an energy of » 5 eV, provided
the velocity parallel to the surface is smaller than 1.6 * 10

m/s,

corresponding to an energy of « 500 eV.
When the scheme of H~ production via reflection of a positive
hydrogen or deuterium ion beam from low work function converter surfaces is scaled up to the size required to generate multi-ampere
beams as needed for neutral beam injection systems in fusion reactors,
the use of polycrystals instead of monocrystals would be favourable.
The reasons are twofold. In the first place like all planes of monocrystals the most favourable (110) plane of the tungsten monocrystal
is essentially flat. Therefore the shape of the converters is limited
to flat surfaces. Thus for instance geometrical focusing by means of
a curved converter surface is not possible. In the second place monocrystals are expensive and hard to machine compared to polycrystals.
Therefore the negative ionization efficiency of H + ions reflected
from a cesiated tungsten polycrystal is investigated. These investigations are described in chapter 2. We found that the negative ionization efficiency is a factor of 2 lower for the tungsten polycrystal
compared to the tungsten (110) monocrystal. Due to the rougher surface
of the polycrystal with respect to the monocrystal, the reflection
coefficient of the cesiated polycrystalline tungsten surface is a
factor of «1.5 lower. Therefore we arrive at a total H + to H~ charge
transfer efficiency that is around a factor of 3 lower for the tungsten polycrystal.
Inspired by the results found in chapter 2 the dependence of the
H

yield on the converter material in surface plasma sources is tes-

ted. Chapter 3 describes measurements with mono- and polycrystalline
converter materials in a surface plasma source. It is measured that
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the surface. The dependence of the H~ production on the converter
material found in the reflection measurements is not measured in the
experiments with the surface plasma source. In fact all materials
used showed the same H~ yield. This is ascribed to the relativelylarge area of the polycrystalline surfaces. More hydrogen atoms are
adsorbed on the polycrystalline converter surfaces. This partly
counterbalances the lower negative ionization probability of the
polycrystals.
The generation of a dense negative hydrogen ion beam via the reflection of a positive hydrogen ion beam from cesiated monocrystalline
(110) tungsten converters is the goal of the DENISE (DEnse Negative
^on beam Surface Experiment) experiment. In chapter 4 the setup of
the experiment DENISE is discussed.
In order to end up with a high current density H

beam, we extract

a positive ion beam with a high current density (J m a x «250 mA/cm J ).
Then a high extraction voltage ( V e x t r » 20 kV) is necessary according
to the Child-Langmuir theory. The highest energy of the positive hydrogen ions still yielding a high H

to H~ charge transfer efficiency

at the cesiated tungsten surfaces is around 1 keV. At this energy the
optimum angle of incidence with the surface normal is «80°, as is
shown in chapter 2. To meet these optimum conditions for the charge
transfer process the positive hydrogen ion beam needs to be decelerated before interacting with the converters. Chapter 5 discusses the
optical properties of the H* extraction-deceleration system. It is
found from comparison of the measurements with computer simulations
that the shaping angle of the oblique sides of the slit in the first
(plasma) electrode of the extraction system should be chosen smaller
than the Pierce angle (67.5°) to provide a dense low energy beam with
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angle of 45°. With this geometry the deceleration of a 20 keV H + beam
to energies around 1 keV has been succesfully demonstrated.
In chapter 6 finally measurements of the H~ production in the experiment DENISE are presented- Maximum negative ion current densities
of J

m=« "*3 mA/cma have been obtained. Because of the technological

difficulties, our approach of H~ production via interaction of a
positive ion beam with surfaces outside the source plasma is not recommended for neutral beam injection systems in future fusion reactors. There are other concepts, like volume production and surface
plasma sources, that reach a similar and even higher H~ current density and are technologically more simple and straight forward.
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Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift worden onderzoekingen beschreven aan twee
typen ionenbronnen, die beide in principe in staat zijn bundels
negatieve waterstofionen te produceren van hoge stroomsterkte (Ampere niveau). Negatieve waterstofionen worden gevormd wanneer
positieve waterstofionen twee elektronen vangen tijdens interactie
met een gas, een plasma of metaaloppervlakken. In dit proefschrift
beperken wij ons tot de productie van bundels H~ ionen aan metaaloppervlakken. De negatieve ionisatiewaarschijnlijkheid van waterstof aan metaaloppervlakken neemt sterk toe met afnemende uittreearbeid van dit oppervlak. Vanwege het dipool-effect neemt de uittree-arbeid van een metaaloppervlak af wanneer dit oppervlak bedekt
wordt met cesium. Daarom zijn de converters die gebruikt worden bij
de voorliggende studie bedekt met cesium.
In de bronnen zijn twee posities van de converters denkbaar. In
het geval van de 'oppervlakte plasma bronnen' is er een wisselwerking van een waterstof-plasma met een converter. Vervolgens worden
de negatieve ionen uit de bron geëxtraheerd. Aan het plasma wordt
cesium toegevoegd, hetgeen resulteert in bedekking van het converteroppervlak met cesium. In dit proefschrift ligt de nadruk echter
op het onderzoek aan een concept van een negatieve ionenbron waarin
de converters buiten het plasma geplaatst zijn. Deze aanpak houdt
in dat een positieve waterstof-ionenbundel uit het plasma wordt geëxtraheerd. Vervolgens wordt deze ionenbundel gereflecteerd aan een
converteroppervlak met

lage uittree-arbeid. Het ontwerp van het

experiment is gebaseerd op de erg hoge negatieve ionisatie-rendementen (tot 40%) die gemeten zijn door Van Wunnik et al. in een fundamenteel experiment. Gedurende deze experimenten werd een ionenbundel
met lage stroomsterkte (10

A) onder scherende hoeken van inval

- 178 (70°-85°) gereflecteerd aan een gecesieerd wolfram (110) éënkristal. Hierbij bleek de hoek van inval gelijk aan die van terugkaatsing. Het wolfram (110) vlak is gekozen omdat dit vlak de hoogste
uittree-arbeid heeft, vergeleken met de andere vlakken. De minimum
uittree-arbeid van een gecesieerd wolfram (110) vlak is * m i n «
1.45 eV bij een cesium bedekking van een halve monolaag. Om het
maximale omladings-rendement van 40% te verkrijgen is het nodij dat
de component van de snelheid van de inkomende deeltjes loodrecht
op het oppervlak, overeenkomt met een energie van ra 5 eV. De snelheidscomponent evenwijdig aan het oppervlak moet kleiner zijn dan
1.6 * 10

m/s. Deze snelheid komt overeen met een energie van

ra 500 eV.
Wanneer het schema voor H~ productie via reflectie van positieve
waterstof of deuterium ionenbundels aan converteroppervlakken met
lage uittree-arbeid opgeschaald wordt tot de grootte die nodig is
voor de productie van bundels met een stroomsterkte van vele Amperes,
dan zou om twee redenen de toepassing van polykristallen voordelen
hebben. Ten eerste is een vlak van een monokristal essentieel een
plat vlak. Hierdoor is het bijvoorbeeld niet mogelijk geometrische
focussatie te bewerkstelligen door het toepassen van een gekromde
converter, zoals dat bij de oppervlakte plasmabronnen gebruikelijk
is. Ten tweede zijn monokristallen duur en moeilijker te bewerken
dan polykristallen.
Daarom is het negatieve ionisatierendement van H

ionen aan een

gecesieerd polykristallijn wolfram oppervlak onderzocht. Dit experimentele onderzoek is beschreven in hoofdstuk 2. We vonden dat het
rendement van het negatieve ionisatieproces een factor 2 lager is
voor polykristallijn wolfram, vergeleken met het wolfram (110) monokristal. De reflectie-coëfficiënt van het gecesieerde polykristallijne wolfram oppervlak is ongeveer een factor 1.5 lager. Zo komen

•
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naar H~ conversie rendement dat een factor 3

lager is voor het wolfram polykristal.
Geïnspireerd door de resultaten die we vonden in hoofdstuk 2, is
de afhankelijkheid van de H~ opbrengst van het converter materiaal
in oppervlakte plasmabronnen onderzocht. Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft
meting aan zowel mono- als polykristallijne converters in oppervlakte plasmabronnen. Volgens deze metingen worden de H~ ionen geproduceerd door het sputteren van geadsorbeerde waterstofatomen van het
oppervlak. De afhankelijkheid van de H~ productie van het convertermateriaal die we vonden bij de reflectiemetingen, is niet gevonden
bij de experimenten met de oppervlakte plasmabron. De H~ opbrengst
van alle bestudeerde convertermaterialen bleek nagenoeg gelijk. Dit
wordt toegeschreven aan het relatief grote oppervlak van de polykristallen, waardoor er aan deze polykristallijne oppervlakken meer
waterstofatomen geadsorbeerd kunnen worden. Dit effect heft gedeeltelijk de lagere negatieve ionisatiewaarschijnlijkheid van de polykristallen op.
Het opwekken van een intense negatieve waterstof ionenbundel via
de reflectie van een positieve waterstofionenbundel aan gecesieerde
monokristallijne (110) wolfram converters is het doel van het experiment DENISE (DEnse Negative Ion beam Surface Experiment). In
hoofdstuk 4 wordt de experimentele opstelling van DENISE besproken.
Om uiteindelijk een H~ bundel met een hoge stroomdichtheid te
verkrijgen moeten we een positieve ionenbundel van hoge stroomdichtheid (J„_„w250 mA/cm*) extraheren. Volgens de Child-Langmuir theoIttELX

rie is daarvoor een hoge extractiespanning (vextr'»20 kV) nodig.
Zoals blijkt uit hoofdstuk 2 is de hoogste, nog bruikbare energie
van de waterstofionen, waarbij nog een hoog H

naar H~ omladingsren-

dement aan de gecesieerde wolfram oppervlakken mogelijk is gelijk
aan 1 keV. Hierbij hoort een optimale hoek van inval met de opper-
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verkrijgen moet de positieve waterstof ionenbundel daarom afgeremd
worden voordat de bundel in wisselwerking treedt met de converters.
Hoofdstuk 5 bespreekt de ionenoptische eigenschappen van het H
extractie - vertraag systeem. Uit vergelijkingen van metingen met
computersimulaties is gevonden dat de hoek van de schuine zijden
van de spleet in de eerste of plasma-elektrode kleiner gekozen moet
worden dan de zogenaamde Pierce-hoek van 67.5° om een intense laagenergetische bundel met een divergentie van «10° te verkrijgen.
Bij de experimenten gebruikten we een hoek van 45°. Met deze geometrie is de vertraging van een 20 keV H + bundel tot energieën van
rond 1 keV succesvol gedemonstreerd.
In hoofdstuk 6 tenslotte worden metingan gepresenteerd aan de
opbrengst van H

ionen in het experiment DENISE. Een maximale nega-

tieve ionenstroomdichtheid van J

' « 3 mA/cm2 is gehaald. Vanwege

de technologische moeilijkheden die inherent zijn aan ons concept
van H

productie via reflectie van een positieve ionenbundel aan

oppervlakken buiten het bronplasma, wordt deze methode niet aanbevolen voor toepassing in neutrale bundel-injectiesystemen voor toekomstige kernfusie-reactoren. Er zijn andere methoden van H~ productie, bijvoorbeeld de bronnen gebaseerd op volumeproductie van H~
ionen en de oppervlakte plasmabronnen, die een gelijke of hogere H~
stroomdichtheid halen en technologisch eenvoudiger zijn.
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Nawoord
Een nawoord van een proefschrift biedt altijd een uitstekende
gelegenheid om al diegenen te bedanken die meegewerkt hebben aan
het totstandkomen van dit werk. Van hen haal ik graag enkelen naar
voren zonder anderen daarmee te kort te willen doen.
In de eerste plaats wil ik mijn promotor Joop Los noemen, die
met zijn enorme inzicht en door zijn kritische belangstelling, het
onderzoek steeds in de goede richting heeft gestuurd. Gaandeweg ben
ik hem meer en meer gaan waarderen als de man op de achtergrond die
bij problemen steeds weer de juiste oplossing aandroeg. Het onderzoek zou niet mogelijk geweest zijn zonder de enthousiaste inbreng
van Professor J. Kistemaker. Zijn steun en adviezen zijn van grote
waarde geweest voor de voortgang van het experiment.
Mijn co-promotor Henk Hopman dank ik voor de kameraadschap, die
zich onder andere uitte in de manier waarop we samen van mijn manuscripten beter leesbare en fysisch meer verantwoorde artikelen hebben
gemaakt. Ernst Granneman heeft met zijn groot fysisch inzicht en
pragmatische denkwijze in belangrijke mate bijgedragen aan de totstandkoming van het experiment en van dit proefschrift. Hulde voor
de wijze waarop hij de bouw van het experiment heeft gecoördineerd.
Thanks to the many international contacts of Ernst Granneman,
joint experiments on various converter materials in a surface plasma
source were done at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. I wish to
thank Dr. Ken W. Ehlers, Dr. Ka-Ngo Leung and David Moussa for their
hospitality and for the fun we had doing the experiments. Especially
I enjoyed their straightforward way of doing physics. Although
quite short the visit to the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has been
a very fruitful period in which I learned a lot.

- 182 Van vitaal belang voor het welslagen van het onderzoek is vooral
de uitstekende teamgeest, die ondanks alle voor- en tegenslagen,
rond het apparaat heeft geheerst. Hiervoor dank ik alle leden van
het DENISE team, te weten Peter Massmann, Martin Dasia, Frank Siebenlist, Jos Bonnie en Arnold Bontekoe. Met name mijn 'mentor'
Peter Massmann is met zijn flegma en doorzettingsvermogen steeds
mijn lichtend voorbeeld geweest. De bemanning van NIOBE, John van
Wunnik en Hans Geerlings, dank ik voor hun collegialiteit. Zonder
morren hebben zijn hun meetcycli aangepast aan die van DENISE, daartoe gedwongen door de enorme hoeveelheden stoorpulsen die opgewekt
werden. Alle leden van de TN-III groep ben ik erg dankbaar voor de
goede en open sfeer die steeds heeft geheerst.
Hiernaast heeft nog een groot aantal mensen, georganiseerd in de
technische hulpgroepen, aan de opbouw van het apparaat meegewerkt.
Het is in bijzondere mate te danken aan de buitengewone kunde van
al deze mensen, dat we een zo groot en moeilijk apparaat als DENISE
toch aan de praat hebben kunnen krijgen. Met name Joop Ladru, Rinaldo Schrijver, Piet Kea en mijn privé las-leraar Cor van der Zweep
dank ik voor de prestaties die zij onder leiding van Ton Neuteboom
hebben geleverd. De medewerkers van het elektronica lab, onder leiding van Paul van Deenen, hebben hoogstandjes verricht door onze,
vermoedelijk niet alleen schijnbaar, tegenstrijdige eisen (hoge
spanning, hoge stromen, snel schakelen, gebruikersvriendelijk, betrouwbaar en toch handelbaar) te realiseren. Met nazne dank ik hiervoor Hans Alberda, Theo Schotvanger, Tjerk van der Hauw, Jan de
Graaf en Han Platvoet. Ook ds elektronici uit de eigen TN-III groep,
Ton Vijftigschild en Jan Pokkema, dank ik voor hun bijdrage aan het
apparaat. De vacuümexperts, Jan Verhoeven, Gerrit Frijlink en Hans
Zeylemaker, hebben alle benodigde vacuür.apparatuur verzorgd.

- 183 Mijn eerste schreden als promovendus in het laboratorium heb ik gezet in het vacuümlab om ervaring op te doen met vacuüm. Speciaal
Jan en Gerrit hebben me al heel snel wegwijs gemaakt. Niet in de
laatste plaats dank zij didactische hulpmiddelen als aardbeien met
slagroom. Alle ideeën en gedachten zijn door de tekenkamer in werktekeningen omgezet. Mijn dank hiervoor gaat in het bijzonder uit
naar Herman Ficke en Evert de Haas. Hanna Smid ben ik zeer erkentelijk voor de nette tekeningen op caique die ze van mijn schots en
scheve voorbeelden wist te maken. Als laatste technische hulpgroep
blijft over het data lab dat in de personen van Coen Visser, Foppe
Dijkstra, Ben Okhuysen, Jan van der Eist en Cees van Doornik het
grootste deel van het computer-gebeuren voor zijn rekening heeft
genomen.
Voorts wil ik een speciale categorie mensen bedanken, namelijk de
i

duizendpoten. In de eerste plaats hoort hieronder Joop van Wel, die
als etser, slijper, soldeerder, polijster van alle markten thuis is,
en daardoor van enorme waarde is geweest voor het welslagen van de
experimenten. Natuurlijk moet ook Gerrit de Ruyter worden gerangschikt onder het kopje duizendpoot. Met hulp van Fred van der Heijden heeft hij alle bedradingen en leidingen aangelegd. Cor Fokke
zorgde er voor dat we altijd voldoende perslucht, koelwater en vloeibare lucht hadden. Zijn taaie volhouden bij het boren van gaten in
de « 6 0 cm dikke vloer is me altijd bijgebleven. Aan Toon Akkermans
was de zorg voor het apparaat buiten werktijd toevertrouwd. Hij zag
er op toe dat de pomp van het hoqedruk koelwatersysteem niet onbemand bleef draaien. Tot slot wil ik in dit rijtje, Frans Vitalis
noemen, die met zijn kennis op het gebied van programmatuur een onmisbare hulp is geweest. Zijn altijd gul aangeboden sigaren maakten
het tot een feest hem te consulteren voor programmeer-problemen.

- 184 Naast al die, meer technische, mensen die tot nu toe de revue
zijn gepasseerd, waren er de mensen die net zo onmisbaar zijn, maar
misschien minder opvallen, zoals het secretariaat (Louise Roos,
Tineke Boele en Ans Nolen), de bibliotheek (Ina Harlaar en Alice
van Harreveld), het magazijn (Johan Stiel en Martin Smit), en de
administratie (Ellen Koestal en Martin van Gelderen). Ten slotte
wil ik de huishoudelijke dienst onder leiding van Dirk Larooi bedanken, de telefonistes (Anneke Manshanden en Roudy Grigoriou), de
typistes (Tine van der Veer en Anneke Smit), en last but not least
de huisdrukker Henk Sodenkamp en de fotograaf Frans Monterie.
Tot slot wil ik nog mijn beide paranimphen, Wim van Amersfoort
en Jos Bonnie, noemen, die ook hun steentje hebben bijgedragen aan
het proefschrift. Ik wens hen veel succes met de voortzetting van
het H

onderzoek.

Het ontwerp van de omslag van dit boekje werd gemaakt door Rarcïa
Vrijdag.
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-1DeWald et al. stellen voor alkali's toe te passen ter
onderdrukking van de verontreiniging van het plasma van
fusie-reactoren tengevolge van interactie met de wand.
Ten onrechte wordt geen rekening gehouden met de verlaging van de uittree-arbeid.
A.B. DeWald, J.N. Davidson, A.R. Krauss and D.M.
Gruen, J.Nucl.Mat. 111 & 1Ï2_ (1982) 448.
. -2In het neutralisatie-proces van hyperthermische alkaliionen aan met natrium bedekte wolfram-oppervlakken, is
bij lage bedekkingen niet zozeer de uittree-arbeid van
belang als wel de locale electrostatische potentiaal.
E.G. Overbosch and J. Los, Surf.Science 108 (1981) 99.
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De geloofwaardigheid van het programma voor neutralen
injectie in toekomstige fusie-experimenten zou door het
ontwikkelen van een cesium-vrije H of D bundel van
160 kV, 10 A, 10 s kunnen worden hersteld.
-4Chan et al. en Hiskes et al. gebruiken in hun model een
recombinatie-coëfficiënt voor waterstofatomen aan een
metaaloppervlak, die gebaseerd is op metingen van Wood
en Wise. Ten onrechte evenwel worden de gemeten coëfficiënten geheel toegeschreven aan recombinatie, aangezien ook de energie-overdracht van vibrationeel aangeslagen waterstofmoleculen aan het oppervlak niet verwaarloosbaar is.
C.F. Chan, C.F. Burnell and W.S. Cooper, J.Appl.Phys.
5£ (1983) 6119.
J.R. Hiskes and A.M. Karo, Proc.3rd Int.Symp.on the
Production and Neutralization of Negative Ions and
Beams, Brookhaven, USA, 1983.
B.J. Wood and H. Wise, J.Phys.Chem. 65 (1961) 1976.

-5- .
De invloed van de rotatie-energie op de energie-distributie van verstoven moleculen is kleiner dan gesuggereerd wordt door Haring.
R.A. Haringf Academisch Proefschrift, Leiden, 1984,
Hoofdstuk VIII.
-6Het is mogelijk zonder noemenswaardige verstoring de
500 MeV elektronenbundel van MEA te gebruiken als Röntgenbron door de bundel vele malen te kruisen met een gefocusseerde laserstraal.
-7De suggestie van Lowndes et al., dat homogene bulknucleatie plaatsvindt bij lage-energie gepulste laserbestraling van een laag amorf silicium, is in tegenspraak met waargenomen segregatie-effecten aan het
interface van amorf-kristallijn van koper-geïmplanteerd
silicium.
D.H» Lowndes, R.F. Wood and J. Narayan, Phys.Rev.Lett.
52_ (1984) 561.
—8—
Het feit dat emittantie essentieel een maat voor de
chaos is, wordt weerspiegeld door het grote aantal verschillende definities van het fysische begrip emittantie.
J.D. Lawson, P.M. Lapostolle and R.L. Gluckstern,
Part.Ace. .5 (1973) 62.
C. Lejeune and J. Aubert, Emittance and Brightness:
Definitions and Measurements, in: Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, supplement 13A
(Applied Charged Particle Optics), Ed.: A. Septier,
Academic Press, New York, 1980, p.159.

-9Het feit dat in de engelse taal, de voor onderzoek aan
ionenbronnen gebruikte term (sourcery) identiek uitgesproken wordt als het woord hekserij (sorcery), geeft
een indruk van de problemen die dit vakgebied met zich
meebrengt.
-10Make-up kleurt meer de houding van de vrouw dan haar
gezicht.
-11Op grond van economische overwegingen verdient het aanbeveling dat natuurkundige onderzoekers de beschikking
hebben over een 'personal' micro-computer.
P. Bak, Physics Today 3± (1983) 25.
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